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1

2 I co. vi Cuccinelli. Thankyou for being with us today. 1am
5 [EEE oma seniorinvestigative counsel forthe House Select Committee to
4 Investigate the January 6th Attack on the US. Capitol. And | have a second title, which

5 islam of counsel to the vicechairof the committee, Representative Liz Cheney.

6 And why don't we go andeverybodycan introduce themselves.

7 HE EEcorcheronthe comitiee

8 EE Good afternoon. 1am| oo senior

9 investigative counselonthe committee.

10 EE. oI<o :crior investigative counsel on the committee.

n Mr. Cuccinelll, Ken Cuccinell, private citizen these days.

2 Mr. Luce. John Luce with the Department of Homeland Security.

3 HE

1 And, Mr. Luce, did you want to say somethingon the record before we get

15 started?

16 Mr. Luce. Idid. just have one brief statement, and the Department has made

17 available to the committee, consistent with requests from the chairman, information

18 records that the Department would not publicly release. This includes information and

19 records covered under the Privacy Act, personnel, and other personal privacy information

20 for official use only, intelligence, and law enforcement sensitive records, and raw

21 intelligence information. While the Department has made ths information and records

22 available to the committee, the Department continues to assert that such information

23 and records provided to the committee and any discussion of such information or records

24 during the course of the transcribed interview s not intended for public disclosure.

2 DHS is not waiving any protections and, for the purposes of administrative
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1 efficiency and to promote constructive dialogue during the transcribed interview, is.

2 ‘making this assertion at the outset of the transcribed interview to observe all assertions,

3 protections from public release or disclosure over information or records used or

4 discussed during the transcribed interview. ~The transcript and any attachments are

5 protected from further dissemination to the same extent as the documents and the

6 information they are based on. Please consult with the Department prior to any public

7 release or disclosure.

5 ME Thank you, Mr. Luce.

9 1 will note that Congressman Adam Schiff has joined us. We will try when we

10 notice members pop up on the screen to announce that they are on so it is on the record.

11 We probably will not be announcing when they drop off because they wil just drop off

12 whatever time is convenient for them, or we might not notice. [Ji and 1 will be

13 leading the questions, but we will pause every once in a while to give opportunities for

14 any members who oin to ask questions.

15 So, Mr. Cuccinelli, as you know, we have a court reporter here. She will be

16 ‘making a verbatim transcript of the interview.

7 You are appearing voluntarily, not pursuant to a subpoena. So you are not under

18 cath. But, as you know as a lawyer, you do -- because you are a lawyer you know this,

19 you have an obligation to tell the truth atall times. ~ Any knowing falsehood to the

20 committee could be a violation of 18 U.S.C. 1001.

21 If you don't understand the question or can't hear the question, just ask us to

22 repeat it or rephrase it. If you don't know the answer or don't recall, obviously please

23 feel free to say so. If at any time you want to take a break, please feel free to say so, or

24 if you need to discuss anything with Mr. Luceoff the record, obviously feel free to ask for

25 abreak
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1 Just to give you sort of an overviewof what we will be doing here, | am going to

2 ask you some questions in the beginning about your background. | will try to keep that

3 veryshort. Iwill havea few questions aboutthe Departmentof Homeland Security.
4 And then | am going to ask some questions about election security and then the
5 November 2020 election.

. I5k uestions regarding preparations for January 6th and the
7 events of that day.

s There is no divisionof time between us, This i not a deposition, so the rules of
9 depositions don't apply. And, in addition to that, for the select committee, there is no

10 ‘majority or minority staff. We are actually one staff that consists -- it is a nonpartisan

11 staf that consists of obviously people who in some casesare Republican and nother
12 cases are Democrats, but they don't serve under separate staff. But | am happy to say

13 to you that did vote for you when you ran for Governor.
Doyouhave anyquestionsbefore we get started?

15 Mr. Cuccinelli. No.

16 EXAMINATION

v |
18 Q Mr. Cuccinelli, you informed the select committee staff that you don't have

19 custody or control over any records relating to the security of the November 2020

20 election or the events of January 6th, 2021, with the exception at least of one email

21 exchange you had with Mark Meadows that you are not producing at this time because

2 youareasserting privilege.
23 Is that correct?

u A Well, itwas provided to DHS, and my understanding s you all have a
25 redacted version of it, but that is the only item that | am currently aware of, yes.
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: Q Okay. And asfar a you know, di you eave ll potential responsive
2 emails that you might have had with the Department of Homeland Security?

2 A ves
. Q Okay. Other thanthe one example thtwediscussed area, id you vse.
5 a personal email account for anything that could be responsive to the committee's.

7 A Yeah, don't think that | did. |certainly didn't remember anything until the

A,
’ @ WhenyouwereatHomelandSecurity,did you txt using yourshane?

10 A Well, | didn't stop doing ordinary things that | did. So texting would be

1 amongthem
» And id you have two phones,agovernment.ssued phone and a persons!
5 phone?

A hat four phones when! eft
15 Q Wow. Okay. Could you tell me what those four phones were for?

1 «I
17 Sothatwas used just with a ited number of senior ofl at OHS.
18 Q  Isthat a government-issued phone?

» A Yes three ofthe four aregovernment issued phones,
20 Q Okay.

2 A nt th
2 || And then what | will call the long-term government phone, which| had during my

23 tenure at DHS, meaning the front office DHS. | don't think|-- | don't remember whether

28 brought phone from USCI to headquarters not,a wrk phone. | dont remember
5 that Butthathad was the one used most ofthe ie[EN
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1I
2
3
.
sI
6 Q Okay. Doyouremember whetheryou used your - either what you
7 referredto asthe long-term government phoneIo:textingforany
8 official business?
5 A 1 don't specifically remember any texting, but | would be pretty surprised i |

10 didntdoalotof texting onthosephones.
1 Q  Andyouretumedthosephonesto
2 A Oh, yeah. left everythingat DHSwhen left.
5 Q And then the fourth phone you referred to| assume was a personal cell
14 phone?
1s A Yes,justmy cell phone.
6 Q Andtheone you stil havetoday?
w A Well same number,yes.
1 Q So, when you say "same number," do you —did you transfer any texts that
19 youwould have had when you were working there over to your new phone?
0 A 1 don'tknowf they reachedback. |did'tconsciouslykeeporget ridof
21 themasiwentthrough toanewphone. So!don't really know.
2 Q Okay. Andweare not trying to hide theball here. Part ofwhy 1am
23 asking this is yourpersonalcel phone number did show up insome texts with Mark
24 Meadows. 1 obviously have no knowledge of whetheryou still have those texts. Do
5 youreal-
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2 Q Okay.

a those can goback a long way.

s Q Okay. Have you had a chance to check that personal cell phone to see

7 A No,| have not looked at texts.

8 Q Okay. Would you be willing todo that after this interview?

9 A I would be willing to do searches. You know, you all can identify what

10 you'd like to search, and I'll search it. | mean, | have thousands and thousands and

12 Q Okay. Thankyou. And we will follow up with you afterwards to try to

13 identify that because we don't want it to be overly time consuming for you.

15 anybody have any other questions?

16 Mr.Schiff, did you have any questions on that?

“ —
19 Q Mr. Cuccinelli, you have a long and impressive background, both as a

20 politician and as an attorney. That is at pretty well publicly known, so | don't want to

2a takeupyour time with that. So | am going to focus on your time at the Department of

2 Homeland Security, which | may refer to for ease as DHS.

23 Roughly when did you start at DHS?

2 Q And what was your position -- USCIS, for the record, is United States
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1 Citizenship and Immigration Services. Is that correct?

2 A Yes

3 Q And Iwill note that Ms. Lofgren has joined usaswell

a Whatwasyourfirst positionat USCIS?

5 A Iforgetthe formaltitle, But it was the actingdirector of the agency was

6 the position that filledfor about 6 months.

7 Q So would it be correct, were you appointed Principal Deputy Director and, by

8 virtue of that, Acting Director?

9 A That sounds accurate.

10 Q And so would that be an SES, or Senior Executive Service, position?

un A don't ~ jokinglydidn't learn theFederal employment --

2 Q Right.

1B A ~thisorthat. One the beauties of Virginia: at-will employment.

1 Q Sowereyou apolitical appointee?

15 A Yes

16 Q But not Senate confirmed?

7 A Comect.

18 Q Okay. And how long were you at USCIs?

19 A Very close to 6 months, within a coupleofdays. Let me think

2 Q  solate2019--

21 A SoS months, actually. November of 2019, | moved over to become the

22 Acting Deputy Secretary, Senior Official Performing the Dutiesof the Deputy Secretary.

23 Q Okay. Sothatis-

2 A Thattitle| remember.

ES Q Okay. Soistherea difference between Acting Deputy Secretary and the
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1 Senior Official -

2 A No

3 Q Performing the Duties of-

a A Acting Deputy Secretaryijust a shorthand for it. tis a whole lot easier

5 than the sixword ttle.

s Q And know that,at the DepartmentofHomeland Security, 52 is sometimes

7 used toreferto the Deputy Secretary. We have seen in emails AS2. Does that stand

8 for Acting Deputy Secretary?

9 A Yes. Atleastit did while|wasthere.

10 Q And were you Acting Deputy Secretaryall the way until the end of the Trump,

1 administration?

2 A lleftonthe 19th of January, 2021. So day short

3 Q Ande

14 A And donot believe the position was filled for that day.

15 Q And why did you leave one day before the end of the administration?

16 A For the potential to be appointed to things that might require being out of

17 the Federal Government when those appointments were made.

1s Q  Soitwas related to your next position, not anything related to your service

19 atHomeland Security.

2 A Yes

2 Q Andjust, if you can, wait until | finish the question before you answer,just to

22 makeit easier for the court reporter.

2 And what were your responsibilities as the Acting Deputy Secretary?

2 A Budget, personnel, strategic planning. ~ Also, because | had law

25 enforcement experience and the Secretary did not, | was more deeply engaged in
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1 interacting with the operational components in those areas. Just skewed work

2 responsibilty. Some by default it wasn't necessarily defined that way, but ~ but | had

3 justa greater familiarity with all of that material from my time as Attorney General so.

a Q Aside from theSecretary and his immediate staff, did you oversee the entire

5 Department of Homeland Security?

6 A Aside from that, yes, at least technically. | mean, there is, you know, the

7 Secretary frequently operated, he didn't go through me going downward, down the chain

8 of command. And so, you know, there were all sortsof - one of things about the

9 Department of Homeland Security is itis a very nonhomogenous mission set or set of

10 missions. And 50 you have things like the whole immigration world and FEMA, and, you

11 know, you can keep going around the horn. So sometimes those responsibilities got

12 dividedup. For instance, the Secretary had served in TSA. So he had a rather-

1B Q 1am just am going to interrupt you briefly. ~ So, when you are saying "the

14 Secretary," who was the Secretary at that point?

15 A Chad Wolf, who was theSecretaryActing during my entire tenure, except for

16 last week when Pete Gaynor moved up from FEMA to close out, | don't know a week,

17 weekanda half of the term. ~ So he just naturally had more institutional knowledge in

18 thatspace. So frequently perhaps some things wouldn't need to be studied to the same

19 degree to present something to the Secretary in that space that they would f it were me.

20 who did not workin TSA beforearriving as Deputy Secretary. So those kinds of just

21 accounting for the knowledge base of Acting Secretary Wolfand myself, and duties as

22 assigned from the Secretary as well. So, you know, when he's unavailable, people would

23 come tome for temporary approvals for one thing or another. ~ Then, in any given time,

24 forinstance related to the border, one of the things that USCIS tends to handle on the

25 partof the Homeland Security is a lot of the regulatory work. | was made the
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1 chief -- again, a euphemism, Chief Regulatory Officer for the Department. That is

2 actually two positions, just again generically referred to that way. The general counsel

3 leftor was removed not long before | became the ActingDeputy Secretary. And he had

4 been acting in those two capacities, but given my background,| took thoseover and ran

5 the entire regulatory structure.

6 Q Sir, which two capacities of the previous general counsel

7 A So the things | am conflating to be Chief Regulatory Officer, there was -- |

8 don't remember the two titles, honestly, but they were both regulation responsibilities.

9 Ithink one was reporting, and one was a leadership position. But, again,[lll the

10 general counsel before | had arrived, occupied both of those hats, wore both of those

11 hats. Andiwore both of them when | moved upto the Deputy Secretary level.

12 Q So, in terms of the formal reporting on an organization chart, if there was

13 sucha thing, did all of the component heads report either directly or indirectly up.

14 through you to the Secretary?

15 A By org chart, yes; practice could vary widely across the Department.

16 Q oi <o directly to you?

7 A Inthe same way the others did, yes.

15 Q  soformally yes?

19 A Correct. Intheorg chart, | can't thinkof anythingthatitdoesn'trun

20 through the Deputy.

21 Q And did Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency, or CISA -- C-I-S-A,

22 aswe will call it -- did that report directly to you or through someone else?

23 A No, there were eight agencies. Of course, it was made of full-fledged

22 agency in 2018 and before | arrived. And, from that point, like the other seven, it would

25 report up to and through the Deputy Secretary on the org chart.
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1 Q Before 2018?

2 A Idon'tknow. Idon'tknow.

3 Q And did the White House liaison reporttoyou?

4 A No.

5 Q Was he considered part of the Secretary's Office?

6 A 1am not sure how to answer that, honestly. ~ Certainly was frequently

7 interacting with White House liaison, so, but whether you'd characterize that position as

8 partof theSecretary'sOffice, | am not sure.

9 Q During part of your tenure, the White House liaison was, | guess

10 coincidentally, also named Whitehouse, was Josh Whitehouse?

un A Yes, that was amusing. Yes, it was Josh Whitehouse for at least part of the

12 time. My rough recollection is spring of 2020 until the late part of 2020.

1B Q And do you know how he was appointed?

1 A No.

5 Q Were you involved in his selection?

16 A No.

7 Q Okay. Doyouknow why he left?

1 A Alli knowis he wentoverto DOD.

19 Q Did he say anything to you about why he was leaving?

2 A Other than goingover to DOD, no.

2 Q Did heevertellyouthat he was going over to DOD in ordertofire Secretary

22 MarkEsper?

23 A Hedidn'tsay that to me.

2% Q Did anyone elsetell youthat he hadsaid that to them?

2 A Idon't sucha remark.
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2 Mr. Whitehouse left?

a Q How do you spell that?

5 A Or Cooper Smith -- Cooper. Well, there's a T-r-o-u-p. There is a Cooper.

7 Q Okay. Before | start turning to election security, does anybody have any

9 Any members?

10 Okay. Mr. Cuccinelli, if you could turn your attention to exhibit 1 in your binder,

12 Security and Government Affairs, dated September 24th, 2020. And, if you look at page

13 5, under the heading "Election Security," second paragraph, second sentence of that

15 ‘history, and DHS is working diligently with State and local election officials to make the

16 2020 elections even more secure," close quote.

18 A Itdid. | mean, that was a Department position, and | had no reason to

20 Q As yousit here today, do you still think that that statement is accurate?

23 interference. We don't run the elections; the States do. So that kind of security is not
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1 I ou cart 0wonder ow much else dort know. Thatwas Decemberof2020,but
2 three months after this statement. But, you know, our focus and we thought we were

3 being pretty effective in dealing with internet security attacks and foreign attacks,

4 thought was pretty good. And we had good cooperation from the States, especially

5 comparedto 2016

s Q And will pause here just to make sure everybody understands thisis an

7 unclassified setting, so al of our questions will be designed to elicit unclassified

5 information.

9 A Thankyou.

10 Q And weask thatyour answers do the same. And, if you ever are a question

11 aboutit and need totalk with Mr. Luce, we can certainly pause. But, with that in mind,

12 canyoutellus in general what steps the Department of Homeland Security took to

13 ensure that the November 2020 election would be secure?

14 A Well, honestly what | thoughtofas the biggest change from 2016 was the

15 cooperation of the States in placing internet sensors around their election systems. If 1

16 remember the name oft itis call Albert sensors, which gave us visibility on trafic around

17 their systems that we had never had before. And, given our mission and ourarea of

18 concern with internet and foreign attacks, which presumably would come via the

19 internet, that was a pretty big accomplishment, particularly given the controversial
20 nature of the Obama administration's designation of election materials as | forget the

21 excttitle butits like national security materials. Anda lot of the election officials

22 didn'tlike that intially, but the level of accommodating cooperation they got | think from

23 CIsAinparticular overthe course of the following 3 and a half years really alleviated a lot

24 of those concerns. And if 1 don't know if| had to guess, and | would be guessing a
25 littl bit because my memory isn't terribly reliable, | think al 50 States and D.C.
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1 participated in that effort, whichis essentially an internet stakeout. ~ That's what itis.

2 Looking for intruders. And zero in on that becauseof what our responsibilities were,

3 of ~youknow, we don't run the elections. We try to keep outsiders from impacting.

4 those elections nefariously. And, obviously, that is a cross-Federal Government and

5 State governments, partnership. But it reallygrew and evolved in a very healthy fashion

6 while was there. That it was already going on, but it was a very constructive,

7 crossgovemment effort.

8 Q Other witnesses have used the terms "foreign influence" and "foreign

9 interference.” Is that the terminology you'd use?

10 A Yeah. Those are two categories. One, you know, the Chinese owned a lot

1 of legal corporate media. They useit to ty toinfluence. The Russians famously, you

12 know, bought an infinitesimal number of Facebook ads and tried to influence things in

13 2018. That'sinfluence.

14 Interference is trying to, you know, crack into theKentuckyelection system and

15 make changes to it, plant malware, those kinds of things. Twoverydifferent types of

16 undertakings. Oneisalot easier do, and we saw, particularly China, Iran, and Russi,a

17 engage in their own forms of disinformation campaigns and -- but not with a couple of

18 exceptions, direct contact with election systems. ~ There were some exceptions to that,

19 voter rolls, in particular, were grabbed. | want to say Alaska comes to mind, if |

20 remember correctly. And, frankly, | don't remember who got it, but in this setting, | am

21 not sure | should be even saying anythingaboutthatanyway so.

2 But so there was — there were attempts to enter systems and use those intrusions.

23 to, will put in very simple terms, to mess with the American election. But, so far as we

24 sithere today, those sorts of efforts | don't believe were effective in affecting votes

25 Thatisthe bottom line.
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1 Its hard to measure misinformation campaigns and effects on votes. But 1am
2 not awareofany intrusion in any American election, frankly, not just 2020, in which
3 foreigninterlopers were able to get al the way into election systems to the point where
4 they could or did move votes.
s +o comesic sctors? You said you re not aware of any
6 instances in which foreign actor was able do that. Are you awareof any instance in
7 which a domestic actor was able to intrude to the point of changing votes?
8 Mr. Cuccinel, | don't remember any instances of that.
5 oo
0 o I
1 Q  Ifthere had been
2 A And, again, when we say “intrude,” what we were looking at was the
13 internet level. You know, we are not out there at precincts. In fact, there are laws
14 forbidding Federal law enforcement from being at precincts. And so, you know, we, if
15 you think of it as sort of a planet coming in, we stop at the atmosphere, the atmosphere
16 being the internet. And then the States have down below that level.
w Q  Soisit fair to say that you are not aware of any foreign interference that
18 could have affected the outcome of the November 2020 election?
1 A Not anything nternetwise that we were - that was our area of
2 responsibilty.
n Q Ifyou can turn your attention to exhibit 2 the binder. And ts 2 news
22 article. Atthe top, it says "DW." Do you know what OW is?
5 A No
2 Q Do you recall whether you gave an interview with an organization called
25 Deutsche Welle? Does that sound correct?
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1 Ar

2 Q  Doyou-

3 A -ringabell

4 Q  Doyou remember giving this interview that is referred to here with DW?

5 A Not specifically, no.

6 a okay.

7 A But, mean, did an enormous number of interviews.

8 Q  Atthe bottom of the frst page of this article, it says at the very end,

9 “Cuccinelli said that at a Federal level, quote, ‘This is the most well protected election

10 we've have ever had," close quote. Does that sound like an accurate quote to you?

un A Itdoes.

2 Q And what did you base that statement on?

13 A Thelevel of effort, coordination. | mean, it would -- before | want to the.

14 darkside and went to law school, | was an engineer, and |stil lookat these things that

15 way. And justin terms of what we had deployed to deal with potential threats was

16 better in 2020 than in any prior election. | mean, itis just that simple on an objective

17 basis.

1 Does that mean we succeeded? So far as | know, but, you know, | mentioned the

15 Russian hack clearly, earned about them inour ystern
20 But, as faras | know, it was effective.

2 And | would note that | often complain about journalists, but they have me saying

22 “atthe Federal level," and | - you keep hearing me, maybe it's because | was an AG,

23 but-State AG. There is avery distinct difference between what we were doing and the

24 responsibilty to run the elections by the States. Sol just want to drive that point home

25 witha sledgehammer. | know we are sitting in Washington, but States run these things.
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1 We don't really have one Presidential election. We have 51.

2 Q And those are run by secretaries of states in the various States?

3 A And however each State law deals withit, but yes.

a Q Ifyou can look at exhibit 3 in the binder, and this has the CISA logo on it, and

5 itis dated November 12th, 2020. And the title is "Joint Statement from Elections

6 Infrastructure Government Coordinating Council and the Election Infrastructure Sector

7 Coordinating Executive Committees." And then it refers to twodifferent coordinating

5 councils: the Election Infrastructure Government Coordinating Council and the Election

9 Infrastructure Sector Coordinating Council. My frst question is, what is a coordinating

10 council?

n A Itisan~itis kindofan advisory committee of sorts that CISA has set up, you

12 know. CISAls charged, if you look beyond elections for a moment with the Federal

13 responsibility for protection of an awful lot of infrastructure, election infrastructure being

14 onepartofthat. But we don't actuallyhave authority over most of that infrastructure,

15 including elections. We don't own it. We can't make mandates toward it. We can't

16 pass regulations as to how it will be dealt with. We have to create partnerships and

17 cajole, ike| described with the Albert sensors with the States. We have to talk them

18 into moving them in directions we would ike them to go. These commissions are sort of

19 part of CISA's effort to achieve that kindofdirection within this particular space. | did

20 notinteract with any of these entities, but was you will also find the CISA equivalent of

21 these sortsofthings in pipeline industries and in, you know, chemicalplants and other

20 things like that where we have infrastructure security concerns.

3 Q  So--and I am basingthis justoff the names and titles here for eachof these

24 coordinating councils. Is it fair to say the Election Infrastructure Government

25 Coordinating Council is a coordinating council of Federal, State, and local government
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1 officals whereas the Election Infrastructure Sector Coordinating Councils private sector

2 individuals?

3 A Honestly, | don't know. 1 don't know.

a Q And! don't see your name listed here, but this is a CISA product. Do you

5 rememberseeing this?

6 A No.

7 Q Is this the kind of thing that normally would go to you for your approval?

8 A Presumably not.

9 a okay.

10 A No. And,you know, there were -youcan see by the language of this, and |

11 know excuse me. Thereisalotof the sensitivitiespost-2020election that are part of

12 whyyouare here. You know, you have people here who want to state a position and

13 theyare using, in my view, they are using a position they have - | am using the word

14 “position” twice there. They are on a commission, and they are using the commission to

15 trytogive an official position to strengthen the rhetorical position out in a public debate

16 thatthey would ike to further. And, whether thats legitimate or illegitimate, that is

17 how perceived all of this, particularly given the timeframe when these things were

18 issued. And partof the reason probably was that it would go out with a CISA logo, and it

19 has the appearance of being a government position when | wouldn't characterize this as a

20 government an official government position.

21 Q  Sothe first paragraph is really describing who the membersof these two

22 coordinating councilsare, at least the executive committees, | should say, of these two

23 coordinating councils, and then the next paragraph is the beginning of the statement.

24 Andit says, quote, "The November 3rd election was the most secure in American

25 history," close quote.
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1 Do you agree with that statement?

2 A Idon'tagree with that. agree with itin so far as the Federal

3 responsibilities were concerned, back to the bottom line we pointed to in that interview.

4 Ithink that we had more cooperation and effort that was effectively and intelligently

5 coordinated to protect the elections at the Federal level, given the Federal

6 responsibilities, than we ever had before.

7 But that does not mean and we are not in a position at the Federal level to

8 comment on the rest of the election.

9 Q 50, at the State and local level, are you saying you would disagree with this

10 statement, or just you don't have a basis for taking up a position one wayorthe other?

un A Yeah, the Federal Government inits entirety isn't in a position to take that,

12 todraw that conclusion as any sort of official matter.

1B Q The next paragraph starts out, quote, "When States have close elections,

14 many will recount ballots. All theStateswith close results in the 2020 Presidential race

15 have paper records of each vote, allowing the ability to go back and count each ballot if

16 necessary," close quote.

7 Doyou knowifthat'sa true statement?

18 A Well, the key toit s that al the States with close results. America is not

19 100 percent paper voting, but we are over 90 percent as of 2020. And | only assume

20 thatnone of Statesthataren't thoroughly paper, meaning that you or | vote on an

21 individual ballot that is a piece of paper, so there is a record to go back to, which is what

22 thisis suggesting, is not universal across the United States. Butif their categorization of

23 States that were close, and | don't know what they call close, is right, then that is entirely

2 plausible.

ES Q The last sentence of the paragraph says, quote, "There is no evidence that
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1 any voting systems deleted or lost votes, changed votes, or was in any way

2 compromised.”

3 To your knowledge, is that statement true?

4 A No,itisnot

5 Q Okay. And could you explain that?

6 A Well, this waswhat November 24th,|mean --

7 Q November 12th, |believe.

8 A Okay. lamlookingatthe print. Oh, that was this year.

° 50, you know, you just look at and again, this is not Federal responsibility but

10 within the States, just something as simple as the Antrim County in Michigan mess.

11 Mistakes, just ike Bush v. Gore, lots of mistakes, but there clearly were mistakes, and

12 voteskept moving. And | am not casting any conclusions onwhether there was

13 appropriate or inappropriate. They had to fix things. But that statement isn't correct.

1 Q Did you ever discuss this statement with anybody from CISA?

15 A No.

16 Q Did you have any discussions with anybody at the White House regarding

17 any of DHS' public statementsregarding the securityof the 2020 election?

1 A I don't remember any specific, but | remember generically concern with

19 Chris Krebs sort of generic statements that are similar to these, "most secure election

20 ever Well if you believe that, lets at least talk about ourarea of responsibility. It

21 wasthatkindof concern,

2 Q And who expressedthat concern?

23 A Idon't remember.

2% Q To your knowledge, did anybody at the White House attempt to influence

25 any of the public statements that DHS made regarding the security of the November 2020
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1 election?

2 A Not that | know of.

a campaign attempt to influence any public statements by DHS regarding the 2020

5 election?

, —_—
9 this coordinating council statement. Are you familiar with the efforts that CISA was

10 ‘making before the election with respect to rumor control?

un A Generically, yes.

12 Q What is your understanding of what CISA's objective waswith in setting up a

1 A Sortofa fact/myth type of an approach and to try to cabin some of

15 the -- what they considered to be some of the problematic potential rumors before they

16 could -- and the usual tool, as | recollect, and | may have an imperfect recollection, was

18 Q What was the concern that prompted the rumor control effort, if you know?

20 attempts at — it started out for us with foreign efforts to participate in any way or mislead

21 people, and so | think that is where the genesis was, but that was before | arrived.

2 Q Infact, CISA was formed or became its own agency in part out of concern

23 that there had been efforts by the Russians and others to influence the 2016 election. Is

24 thatafair statement?

25 A Ifyousayso. Iam unaware.
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1 Q You are not aware of which part of that, that the Russians

2 A Well, | wasn't in the Department of Homeland Security when it became an

3 agency. Iwasn'teven in USCIS at that point.

4 Q Fair enough, did you understand, though, leading into the 2020 election,

5 duringthetime that you were at the Department, that therewas a concern that Russia or

6 other malign foreign actors might attempt to, | think you used the term, use foreign

7 influence to impact the election?

8 A Sure.

9 Q And that would include sowing seeds of doubt or distrust regarding the

10 security elections? Isn't that true?

un A That certainly could be one of approaches that they take, yes.

2 Q And CISA was quite concerned with trying to address those types of

13 influence operations. Is that fair to say?

1 A Yeah,|wouldthink that is air to say.

5 Q And the rumor control websitethat was setup included efforts to try to

16 knock down misinformation as it was coming up in real time. Is that accurate?

7 A Solonly know that they used that tool. | can't speaktothe specificsasyou

18 describeit.

19 Q If infact, there had been a foreign influence operation tosuggest that the

20 election was rigged, for example, is that something that CISA should concern itself with?

21 A Anythingof that nature we would be concerned with, yes.

2 Q  Doyou disagree with the concept -

23 A But, even more basic, if a foreignactor tried to imposeanyviewofany

2 aspect of the election,not just the one you describe, it would be a concern to be analyzed

25 anddealtwith,
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1 Q Okay. Butcreating distrust in our elections is a tactic that you were aware

2 of that might be used by foreign actors?

3 A Certainly that is a possibility, yes, that we were contending with

4 Q And you don't haveany --doyou haveanyconcernaboutthe fact that,after

5 the November 2020election, CISA, those at CISA might have had concerns that

6 distrust - the seeds of distrust had been sown with respect to the November 2020

7 election?

8 A lamsorry. Canyou reask that?

9 Q Yeah, that was a terrible question.

10 Is it fair to say that seedsofdistrust were sown with respect to the 2020

11 election -after the November 2020 election?

2 A 1am not prepared tosay that.

1B Q  Youare not awareofany actors, foreignordomestic, who were proposing.

14 thatthe election had been stolen or rigged?

15 A Certainly outcomes on a State-by-State and overall basis were being.

16 addressed aggressively from several different perspectives,

17 including - including - foreign.

18 Q Are you aware of any elected officials saying that the election was rigged in

19 the immediate aftermath of November 2020 election?

2 A I don't remember the quote.

2 Q  Doyou remember the President making comments along those lines?

2 A I remember the President expressing in strong terms concerns along those

23 lines, but you used a specific word, and | am not prepared to validate that word.

2% Q You don't recall the President using the word "rigged"?

2 A No. Idont.
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1 Q If, infact, he or others, used the term "rigged," do you think that would be

2 something that CISA would have an obligation totryto address in terms of public

3 perception?

4 A If what you are talking about is rigged in a State, no. If what you are talking.

5 aboutis riggedat the national level, say by the Russians trying to hack a bunch of

6 machines at the same time, yes.

7 Q Why do you draw that distinction?

8 A Because its - the Federal Government needs to stay in its area of

9 responsibility.

10 Q And do you think

un A And we don'tjudge. | mean, |talkedearlier about what is the area of

12 Federal responsibility, and most of it falls within the States. = So, if, for purposes of

13 discussion, there was concern about an election rigged in aparticular State, then that is

14 not necessarily - while we would beconcernedabout it itis not a place where the

15 Federal Government has jurisdiction to address it. That is up to the State in question.

16 Q Ifthe Russians were to hack into aparticular State's voting system, would

17 that bea concern for CISA?

1 A Yes,yes.

19 Q  Whyisit different if it is a foreign actor versus a domestic actor?

2 A Because we don't have legal authority. That is kind of important.

2 Q Legal authority to do what?

2 A Todoanything. We don't have jurisdiction. We have jurisdiction to

23 address foreign participation and interference framed however you like. But, if there

24 are disputes about Americans rigging -- | will use your word -- rigging an election or parts

25 of it, that -- maybe the FBI would have a concern there because itis a Federal election,
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1 butDHS doesn't have jurisdiction overthat.

2 I voy just ask a questiononthat?

3 EE se

a [|] Sol understand if itis an issue of 3, just to take a hypothetical, ballot

5 stuffing at the State level, DHS may not have any role in that. ~ But, iftis a hack of a

6 State election system by a domestic actor, would DHS have any role in that?

7 Mr. Cuccinelll, So, normally the way —the practical answer is yes, not because

8 we have jurisdiction but because typically the States don't have the expertise, and part of

9 the value of CISA creating the relationships they have is that they would go and offer their

10 expertise: We can help you untangle this

n And, in analogous situations, that offer to assist i often accepted.

2 EE so

13 I
1 Q Would it surprise you that leadership of CISA, | understand they were under

15 youatthe Department, had the view in early 2020 and even after the election that it was

16 avital role of CISA totry to counter misinformation regarding the election, no matter

17 which State - in which State it occurred?

15 A That statement doesn't surprise me, but taking on domestic participants in

19 the election andby that | mean media, | mean activist groups; | don't just mean

20 candidates and campaigns- isnotour place

21 Q What do you meanbytaking on domestic --

2 A Just because somebody is wrong, you know, in America, they have the right

23 tobewrong. Right? They can havea strongly held position, express it, including about

24 how the election is being run. That doesn't giveus the authority to come in and literally

25 participate in that public debate, which is part of the campaign in a sort of secondhand
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1 sortofway. Thatwas always a very difficult balancing act. = And, frankly, it continues.

2 I think that you are touching on an area of great uncertainty in how CISA conducts

3 itself and DHS conducts tself and what is appropriate and what isn't. And that doesn't

4 mean nobody deals with it, but just because there is a problem and iti related to the

5 election and the problem here in your hypothetical is misinformation that can be arising

6 domestically. Youknow,does CISA have some role? Yes. But where s that line? |

7 don'tknow. Anditis not clearly drawn, really.

8 Q Okay. If could just and | won't take too much more time with this, but

9 there is bolded language in the document that you have in front you 1 think itis exhibit

10 3-thatyoutook issuewith. The statementthatthereis

n A Idon't see bolded language.

2 I+: ry underlining.

3 I 0"so am looking at a versionofthe document that is in bold

14 forsomereason.

- —
16 Q  Itisthe sentence that says, "There is no evidence that any voting system

17 deleted or lost votes, changed votes,or was in any way compromised.” Do you see

1 thaw

19 A Yeah. sce that,

2 Q Okay. And you don't think thats correct?

2 A 1am just not willing to accept it at face value that way coming from CISA on

22 November 12th of 2020.

23 Q And you cite as an example the what | think you called the Antrim County

2% mess?

2 A Yeah
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1 Q In what respect, do youbelieve Antrim County

2 A Over which we had no jurisdiction. So all my informationI read in the

3 paper.

a Q And do you believe that, in Antrim County, a voting system deleted, lost,

5 changed votes,orwas in anyway compromised?

6 A Whatevertheir system, votes moved from one count to another. | don't

7 knowwhether machines didit or people did it

8 Q Okay. think we are going to talk about Antrim County information later.

5 EE
10 |]Solwill hold off onthat.

un |
2 Q  Butare you aware of any other evidence besides this what you call the

13 Antrim County mess that causes you to question that whether that sentence we just

14 read

15 A Itwas not our place to go digging into State-run elections

16 Q Okay. Butyouare not aware of evidence as you sit here that would

17 contradict that statement, other than what you said about Antrim County?

15 A Andyouaretalking about themachines specifically?

19 Q 1am talking aboutthat sentence, that any voting system

2 A Yeah. See, Iam reading "voting system"pretty broadly. AndIbelieve

21 thereare other problems.

2 Q  Butyou don't have those at your fingertips at this point?

2 A Again, they weren't in our jurisdiction. Everything | have learned about

24 that has been well after the fact.

ES Q From whatever source, can you point to something that —
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1 A Sure. Legalfilings in Georgiathat indicate that thereare a larger number of

2 people who voted from addresses that wouldn't be legal than the margin of victory in the

a been a Georgia lawyer for 25 years -- once you are past the margin of victory, their one

5 resolution is to rerun the election.

7 doesn't implicate the sentence we are talking about, does it?

8 A Depends how you define "system."

9 Q Deleted or lost votes, changed votes, or in any way compromised?

10 A Well, if 18,000 people voted who, you know, lived on vacant lots, for

12 Q Understood. Okay.

5 EE er von.

2 —_—
15 Q So, Mr. Cuccinell, you have said is -- before | ask this question, | just want to

16 note that Mr. Kinzinger and Mrs. Luria have joined us.

18 characterizing your testimony incorrectly, but | think you said that you were not aware of

19 any foreign interference that was successful and --

20 A In changing votes.

2a Q  Inchanging votes. Did you ever see or hear any of President Trump's

2 attorneys -- Rudy Giuliani, Sidney Powell, Jenna Ellis -- anyone else make any statements

23 that you thought were inaccurate?

25 itself, by which | mean what went on in the States not our job. And all their allegations
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1 seemed to belt be about tha, tht recall. Sof am ust notin a position to really
2 evaluate those other than by, you know, the outcomes that everybody else sees.

s And did youevrhave anyconversations with anybodyabout the ownership
a of Dominion, a company that makes voting machines?

5 A Ne
. |T—
7 Does anybody have any questions? Do any of the members have any questions

so auhispoin?
9 Mr.Schiff. 1donot. Thankyou.

© Wr. Kininger. No
u —
12 Q Mr. Cuccinelli, | understand that, on November 16, 2020, Attorney General

13 Barr and FBI Director Wray attended a briefing with computer experts from the FBI and

14 OHS reganing lection security. Do you recall whether you atended that briefing?
15 A I don't recall that.

16 Q Do you recall receiving any kind of briefings yourself from experts that either

17 the FBorDHS regarding election security?
18 A Election security?

19 Q Yes.

20 A An uncountable number.

2a Q Okay. Post-November 3rd, 2020, can you tell us in general what those

2 experts told you about the security of the 2020 election?

23 A I don't remember briefings after November 3, 2020. We met regularly

20 beforehand acros Il say many agenles, you know, to execute our protective ols.
25 But | don't remember -- | don't rememberanyspecific meeting after November 3rd.
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1 Q  So,as far as you can recall, there was no meeting afterwards to discuss how

2 the 2020 election had gone from a security standpoint?

3 A Yeah, the key there in your questionisrecall

4 Q  lunderstand.

5 A Imean, youknow. We are going back a ways and trying to break it down,

6 Iremember lots of meetings, and | won't describe details, but regular occurring meetings

7 uptotheelection. | don't really remember whether we continued anything like that

8 after the election.

9 Q In mid-November 2020 a new order of succession was adopted for CISA.

10 Doyourecall that?

un A Notspecifically,but it would make sense because| seem to recall one ofthe

12 top four left right after the election.

1B Q One the topfour CISA officials?

1 A Yes.

5 Q  Doyou recall who that was?

16 A No. Iseem to remember the name Brian, but|may not be reliable on that.

7 Q So we understand that the orderof successionwas changed in

18 mid-November 2020 so that somebody named Brandon Wales would be next in line for

19 Acting Director, rather than Matthew Travis,if Chris Krebs, then the Director, were to

20 leave. Does that sound correct?

21 A That sounds correct.

2 Q  Doyou know if that was done because there was an expectation that Chris

23 Krebs was going to leave?

2% A I don't recall whether that wasat a time when there was an expectation or

25 not. Andlalso just remember the Brandon Wales part it, not — you phrased it in the
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1 exclusion of someone else, and | don't recall that part. | just remember making |

2 remember that the change said it so Brandon would be next infin if Chris left.

3 Q And do you know why the decision was made to make Brandon Wales next

4 inline if Chris Krebs eft?

5 A I'dbespeculating. |don't know.

s Q Were you involved in any discussions about changing the order of

7 succession?

8 A Inthe sense of affecting them beforehand, | don't recall that,perse. |

9 mean, the subject was discussed, but | don't remember whether | was participating

10 before orafter.

n Q  Isthat the kindofthing that would have requiredyourapproval?

2 A No

3 Q Doyouknow whose approvalit did require?

14 A The Secretary.

15 Q  Doyourecallany discussions about anyone having concerns about Matthew

16 Travis being next in ine for Director of CISA?

7 A Onlyvaguely.

1s Q  Canyoutellusabout that?

1 A Idon't~ I only recall that there were some. | have no recollection of who

20 had them or what they were.

2 Q Did you personally have any concerns with Matthew Travis being next in

2 line?

2 A Notthat! recall

2 Q  Atthe time - I may have asked you this already; | am sorry. At the time

25 that the order of successionwas changed, did you have any reason to think Chris Krebs
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1 wasgoingto be fired?

2 A Well, he, | I think he was looking at the door himself so that was at least a

3 possibility. And! --and, you know, he was clearly very unhappy in his role. So - but if

4 could go backa moment.

5 With Brandon, the way you are phrasing your question seems to suggest

6 negatively on other people. Brandon had been the chief of staff for the Department for

7 a period of time, and he had a long history, and at least just using myselfas one data

8 point, hewas a much better known quantity to me than anyone else as CISA, and he had

9 always done quality work. So,rather than cast the question negatively, | would say that

10 Brandon is someone who looked like a good candidate to be a successor under those

1 circumstances.
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1

2 3:02p.m.]
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4 Q To your knowledge, did Matthew Travis leave CISA?

5 A Idon't remember.

6 a okay.

7 50you were saying that you thought Chris Krebs was unhappy in his position at

8 some point after the election. Can you tell us more about that?

° A Just that the kind of conflict, with how aggressive CISA can and should be in

10 making declarations about the 51 elections and our responsibilty that make up the

11 Presidential election, was a point of friction.

2 Q Conflict with whom?

13 A Well, me, for one, and certainly it reached back to me that, when he would

14 make some public statements, the White House was unhappy with him. But, | mean,

15 that was the basic theme of it. And, just interacting with Chris, he seemed decidedly

16 unhappy and uncomfortable.

7 Q Whenyou were saying, | think, that it got back to you that the White House

18 was unhappy with him, do you recall who told you that somebody at the White House

19 was unhappy with Mr. Krebs?

2 A I don't remember.

2 Q  Doyou know who at the White House was unhappy with Mr. Krebs?

2 A I don't remember specifics.

zn Q  Doyourecallin general?

2% A Well, | mean, it was the senior leadership and, | presume, the President as

25 well. Youknow, otherwise,| don't think it would've made its way back to me.
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1 Q  Doyou know anything about the nature of the President's unhappiness with

2 MrKrebs?

3 A I can speak to what came over from the White House. | can't pin it on the

4 President, as your question suggests.

5 Q Okay. Please do.

6 A And thats simply, the conflict, with the aggressive position of CISA using

7 language that seemed to sweep in the States’ responsibilities in elections and how — that

8 they were executed well versus our responsibility and whether it was executed well.

9 Youknow, one of those two we have a place of making statements in, and the other we

10 don't. And, you know, Chris was continually pushing orcrossingthat line into the States’

1 territory.

2 Q And, on that, since we were just talking about exhibit 3, can you turn your

13 attention to that again. You know, | asked you about these coordinating councils

1 A Yeah

5 Q Sol know this document has the CISA logo on it, but

16 A Yeah

7 Q it'sa statementfrom these two coordinating councils.

1 So the first of these coordinating councils, the Election Infrastructure Government

19 Coordinating Council, looks like it includes not only the assistant director of CISA but also

20 several people who have State or local responsibilities, such as theNational Association of

21 Secretaries of State, National Association of State Election Directors, a supervisor of

22 elections from a Florida county.

23 In light of that participation from State and local representatives, isn't it

24 appropriate for this statement to be much broader than just what DHS's responsibility

25 wouldbe?
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1 A Well, maybefor them, but, as you pointed out, it goes out looking like a CISA

2 statement, not a commission statement, like it has the imprimatur of CISA as it relates to

3 the State aspects of this. That's the problem.

4 Q So you were talkingearlier about some concerns that people at the White

5 House had with Mr. Krebs, and you made reference to some -- | don't know if it's fair to

6 callit"conflict" that you with Mr. Krebs. Canyou tell us about your own conflict, if you

7 hadany,with Mr. Krebs?

8 A Yeah, | wouldn't characterize Chris and | as having conflict on a personal

9 level Butlwas of the view, as you're hearing me express here, that CISA and DHS have

10 adefined area of responsibility, and it's not appropriate for us to state or imply things

11 that go beyond that area of responsibilty. And he wasdoing that, and | objected to

2 that

1B Q To your knowledge, was anything that he was saying factually wrong, or was.

14 itsimply outside his lane?

15 A Well, it wasn't ~ I'm going to set aside whether it was factually wrong for the

16 moment because it was outside his lane. That was my concern. And the point is, it's

17 for other people to determine the accuracy or inaccuracy of the underlying substance.

18 Itwas not for us to comment on or to put our thumb on the scale.

19 Q And do you know whether Mr. Krebs or his staff were in touch with those

20 other people whose job it was to determine the facts at the State level, whether it's

21 secretaries of state or election officials?

2 AI cannot speak to their communications. | mean, part of the networks of

23 cooperation that CISA tried to build over the years involved all those people. But the

2 secretary of state of fillin-the-blank State isn't solely responsible for elections in that

25 State. The entire body of State law and everybody under it, their law, as unique from all
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1 theother States, are the ones who determine that. And that's different from State to

2 StatetoState.

3 But you're pointing at individuals on a commission, and | would be shocked if any

4 of them have sole responsibility for determining the outcomeofelections in their States.

5 Q So, going back toyourdisagreements with Mr. Krebs, can you tell us, to the

6 bestof what you can recall, what you said to him and what he said to you?

7 A Only that I viewed some of his statements as going outside of the Federal

8 lane, atleast by implication -- and that implication seemed to be intended - and that that

9 wasinappropriate.

10 Q How did he respond?

un A He groused about it, groused about the fact that | was complaining about it.

12 And, you know, | there wasn't much more to it than that. ~ You know, we didn't sit

13 downandgointodepthonit. It wasa periodic statement that he would make.

1 And, you know, you mentioned that there are people in CISA who are on these

15 commissions. They're one member or two members. But it'sentirely plausible that

16 the idea for a statement like this was their idea that they proposed to the commission. |

17 don'tknow.

1 So those sortsof interactions, in light of - the possibilityof those sorts of

19 interactions, in light of Chris's desire to really go beyond the Federal jurisdictional

20 authority in his comments, you know, was concerning.

2 Q Was Mr. Krebs fired?

2 A I don't rememberwhether he was fired or he quit, but he didn'tstaytill the

3 end

2% a Okay.

2 A And Brandon did assume leadership of CISA.
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1 Q That's Brandon Wales?

2 A Yes.

3 Q Sol don't have the document with you, but my recollection is that President

4 Trumpactually tweeted that

5 A Classic, right?

6 Q that Mr. Krebs was being relieved of his duties. Does that sound correct

7 toyou?

8 A Well, it doesn't surprise me, but it doesn't refresh my recollection.

9 Q Were you involved in any discussions with anyone about whether Mr. Krebs

10 should be fired?

un A Yes, but they were before the election.

2 Q Okay. Tellusabout those.

13 A lust mysuggestion was that he notbefired.

1 Q That he not be fired?

15 A Right,

16 Q Okay. Wassomebodyelse suggestingthat he should be fired?

7 A No. Itwasmore a question of, some of his statements opened the

18 questionup. It wasn't that somebody rolled in to trytofirehimand | jumped in the

19 way. think --and this isjust as | remember it is that the question was considered; |

20 suggested that it was better to let him stay.

2 Q Doyourecall who was raising the questionof whetherheshouldbe fired?

2 A Idon't. I mean, it camefrom the White House.

zn Q  Doyouremember who?

2% A No,

2 Q  Wasit the President?
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1 A 1justtold you! don't remember who.

2 Q And what was your reason before the election for thinking that Mr. Krebs

3 should not be fired?

a A Because| think that the negatives of letting him go outweighed the positives

5 ofkeepinghim. mean, its that simple.

6 Q And could you explain what the negatives would be of letting him go before

7 the election?

8 A Well, in our earlier discussion, | mentioned someofthe suspicions that many

9 ofthe States had about the designation oftheir election systems as critical national

10 security infrastructure. And the comfort level they had with working with the Federal

11 Government largely came from the success of the partnerships that CISA created. And

12 my thinkingwassimply, “Don'tdisturb this."

1B Q So,after the election, did you have any conversations about whether Chris

14 Krebs should be fired?

15 A I'm sure the subject came up again, because statements that he made

16 continued falling out.

7 Q Did your position changeafter the election regarding whether Mr. Krebs

18 should be fired?

19 A Well, I sortof stepped back from trying to slow that train down, simply

20 because the downsides before an electionof the cooperation of all 51 - Il call them

21 States” Weall understand we're also talking about D.C.

2 Q Of course.

23 A Butin the run-up and execution of the election, that the importance of that

24 so close to an election was gone, because we were after election day. And every State

25 was operating on its own to get through the systems of certifying elections and the
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1 litigation andwhateverelse they had going on. But there wasn't a great deal of

2 network-focused cooperation after the election in the same way there is before the

3 election to maintain security of the election itself

a Q Even though it was after the election, is it fai to say it was a disputed

Selection and that issues regarding election security were being raised?

6 A sue

7 Q Sowasn'titimportant to have Mr. Krebs in place to handle that?

8 A Itwouldve been nice. But, you know, he essentially insisted on using his

9 position on an administration that was ending to, you know, advocate a different

10 narrative thanwhat the White House wanted to see, thereby putting CISA's thumbon the

11 scaleinan offical capacity. And,of the entire executive branch, you know, the White

12 Houseis the one that engages in that kind of public back-and-forth, not the agencies and

13 certainly not DHS.

1 Q Whenyou said he hada diferent narrative than what the White House

15 wanted to see, what narrative did the White House want to see regarding the 2020

16 election?

7 A Well, my impression is that they wanted to ~ and now we're talking in the,

18 you know, daysafterthe election period, because | think Chris was gone by, | don't know,

19 mid-November, late November, something like that. | don't remember exactly. But

20 they were til fighting it aut ina lot of States, and they wanted the freedom to do that.

2 And, you know, that's part of an election. ~ Elections aren't over until al the

22 litigation is over and the certifications all happen and et cetera, and that was all still going

23 on. Buthewasstil, effectively, insisting on putting his thumb on the scale in that

2 debate

ES Q After the election, did anybody convey to you that they wanted Mr. Krebs to
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1 be fired?

2 A Idon't remember what discussion there was before he was gone.

3 I Oo vou hovea question?
. Eee
5 —
. Q On this ssue of putting his thumb on the scale, Mr. Cucenel is there
7 something other than the November 12th statement that we've been looking at that you

5 felt fell within thatcategory?
9 A Ican't point to things, but he would occasionally be quoted and give

10 interviews and so forth, same theme, sort of on the other side of the line of, you know,

11 the appropriate CISA/DHS role.

12 Q With respect to the actions of Mr. Krebs before the election that caused

13 some concern, can you remember any examples of actions that Mr. Krebs took that

10 prompted concern about him getting outside of his lane o putting his finger othe scale?
15 A Same kind of thing: giving interviews and sort of overstating -- sort of

16 applying an official imprimatur to parts of the election that weren't our responsibility.

wv Q But why would that have been controversial before the election? Can you
18 think of any examples of something he said that was out of his lane?

1 A Justin media interviews
20 Q Any substanceof what he said that was outside his --

2 A Yeah, the
22 Q lanebefore the election?

23 A pre-election version of, you know, "This is the most secure election ever."

24 Well, okay, let's just tell people -- and, by the way, across the Federal Government, we

25 had talked about how to communicate all the work we weredoing anda the
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1 cooperation we built up with States and how the Federal agencies were working together

2 far better in 2020 than they did in 2016 -- all those kinds of things. And he was in on

3 draftingall of that. But that wasn't what he was saying. Then he would go out and go

4 offonhisown.

5 Q But I'm trying to get an example of goingoffon his own, what you mean by

6 that

7 A Well, if you're looking for my memory to quote you, | can't do that.

8 Q Isittrue that,prior to the election, the White House and President Trump in

9 particular was pushing CISA to go out and tout some of the election security efforts that

10 had been undertaken?

un A Certainly we were - from an administration standpoint, we were - just the

12 talking points |just told you. And I don't mean to belittle it by calling them "talking

13 points." They were summaries of work and accomplishment.

1 We were going out and affirmatively trying to share all of that and to tell people,

15 "Thisis what has changed since "18 and "16, and, if you had concerns back then, at least

16 we're doing these things now, and your concerns should be lower." | mean, that was.

17 theidea. Thatwas the public confidence aspect of sharing the actual work we were

18 doing

19 Q And one of those things was, for example, getting almost all States, almost

20 all jurisdictions, using paper ballots. Is that right?

21 A Yeah, but let's we can't take too much credit for that. COVID had a lot to

22 dowith, you know, really pushing that number up.

zn Q Well, but the President wanted to take credit for that, didn't he?

2% A I don't recall himever trying to specifically take credit for that.

2 Q Okay. Butthere was a really I think you called it "incredible," and there
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1 was quite a significant accomplishment, whether aided by COVID or otherwise, to have 95

2 percent of the jurisdictions around the country, you know, electoral jurisdictions, whether

3 they're counties, States, whatever

4 A Yeah

5 Q using paper ballots, right?

6 A I don't know whether it was 95, but it was the highest it had ever been. It

7 wasinthe 90s somewhere. And that is a very positive development, yes.

8 Q  Andthoseare --

° A Andwetalked aboutthat publicly.

10 Q That's what I'm getting at.

un A Yes.

2 Q  Sothose are accomplishments by the States --

13 A Yes.

1 Q but certainly aided and assisted by CISA, right?

15 A Encouraged

16 Q Encouraged

7 A Yes.

18 Q by CISA. Facilitated in some respects?

19 A Notreally. | mean, we didn't have the capacity todo that. | don't know

20 whether EAC could do any facilitating. I'm not specifically familiar. But we certainly

21 encouraged them in that direction. And we gave them reasons why: auditability, for

22 instance, other things like that.

zn Q And would you consider "outside of CISA's lane to be touting the fact that

2 States had implemented these measures that were going to make the election more.

25 secure?
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1 A Certainly more auditable so they could have higher confidence in it. Those

2 arepluses

3 Q But would you consider "outside of CISA's lane” to tout that

4 accomplishment, even though it was actually, on the ground, implemented by States?

5 A Aslong as we weren't taking credit for it and we were promoting the

6 occurrence of it, again, comparing the whole system in 2020 versus 2018 versus 2016,

7 certainly that's legitimate.

8 Q And so the fact that Mr. Krebs on behalf of CISA might have been touting

9 accomplishments of the States in terms of election responsibilty, that's not an area that

10 gave you concern.

un A No. Butyou'e distinguishing or you're conflating, actually, you know,

12 conclusions that appear based on analysis of the system we have control over, versus

13 encouraging positive public reinforcing statements. They're rather radically different

14 categories of

15 Q I'm just trying to - you've talked about concerns about him getting out of his

16 lane, and you can't remember any examples of that. So I'm just trying to understand

7 A No, I can't remember specific interviews. | told -| described to you the

18 problem,

19 Q But I'm askingfor a specific ~ the substance of ~ | don't need a quote from

20 aninterview, but what was the subject area in which he was or CISA was claiming

21 something outside

2 A Similar toafter the election. A statement along the lines in September of

23 2020, "This is the most secure election in history," is beyond the scope of the Federal

2 role

ES Maybe if you said -- if you identified the Federal protection of this election against
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2 lane. Butthat is not what he was doing.

a this line here, you don't remember anything specific before the election that was causing.

s concerns at the White House or for you,in terms of him getting out of his lane?

7 Q Okay.

9 Q But you can't tellus in what respect he gotoutof his lane.

10 A I've already done it.

12 A I don't knowwhy you and|aren't communicating on this, but --

13 Q I must not be hearing well or hearing youwell, but I'll let it go.

1 I i: have one question

» — |
16 Q Mr. Cuccinelli, you mentioned that there were some interagency meetings

18 some of those meetings? Is --

20 Q  —thatright? Did they occur at the White House?

2a A | don't rememberanyattheWhite House.

23 A We typicallyallworked fromourSCIFs remotely and interconnected with

25 Q Who were some of the agencies that would be represented?
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1 A The entire intelligence community. You know, that was the biggest. That

2 wasreally

3 Q Would itinclude Robert O'Brien from the NSC? Or someone from the NSC

4 tobeonthose?

5 A Intheory. He wasn't often on them, but he was at least on one or some.

6 But

7 Q And, during these meetings, would Mr. Krebs provide an update about the

8 stateof the securityof the election?

9 A Frequently, yes.

10 Q And would he kind of talk about things that you believe were outside of his

11 lane? Orwould he stay within kindofthe foreign actors/hackers aspectthatyou've —

2 A Sothese were secure meetings. So what we're talking about here were

13 secure, classified meetings. And you want meto tell you what we talked about there.

1 Q Without getting into the substance of i, Im curious whether there was any

15 pushback during any of these meetings about, if he proclaimed this is going to be the

16 most secure election, whether it's without getting into any class-

7 A He didn't make statements ike that in those meetings.

1s Q So the updates that he was giving, were they about the domestic State

19 issues, or were they about the secure

2 A No. They were about our efforts.

2 Now, sometimes he would speak about ~ frequently, he would update people

22 about communication with the States, because CISA was, by design, the conduit for those

23 communications, for instance, with secretaries of state.

2 So, don't hold me to this, but | seem to remember in August the secretaries of

25 state got together fora meeting, and Chris was presenting to them. And so he would
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1 explain, either beforeor after, maybe both, messages he was conveying there to those.

2 folks, consistent with what we had already talked about as a group and the feedback he

3 got from those sorts of State officials. So we don't have jurisdictionover that, but we

4 maintain partnerships in cooperation with the as best we can.

s Q Allright. But, by and large, was the messaging that the challenges, i any,
6 were under control as we headed into the November 2020 Presidential election?

7 A Youmean the internal message, so when we're talking amongst ourselves.

5 Q And what was told during those meetings.

9 A Imean,problemsarose.

10 Q Prior tothe election.

n A Yes. But, mean,partof the reason to have the meetings was to deal with

12 them ona rolling basis.

13 You know, ll use one that is somewhat public, at least, is the emails in October

14 thatinvolved Iran. These pre-election meetings were the forum inwhichwe would

15 prepare hypothetically for something like that and then assess how we handled it after as

16 well

7 I mean, it wasa consistent set of participants. I'm sure that's no surprise to you.

1s Q And how often were they happening?

19 A They happened more oftenas the year wenton. | would put it in the

20 roughly 6 weeks, for most of the year, cycle, but | think it was more frequent when we got

2 tothefall

2 Q Was there anyone other than Chris Krebsor yourself attending those

23 meetings, or were there other DHS officials?

2 A Sometimes there were others. And that's al | really remember. I'm

25 pretty sure they were CISA people.
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+ a om
2 A But I'm speculating a little bit. | basically remember the notion that

. EE Go:hesd. Sor. Thankyou.
s J Ocony members have questions at this time?

7 place in prior elections. So it's one of the things that was going more smoothly, just the

n —
13 Q There have been public reports that Rudolph Giuliani contacted you and

15 happen?

18 authoritytograb these machines.

19 Q And what did he say in response to that?

20 A I mean, it wasn't a contested point. | imagine he called to ask hoping for a

21 different outcome. But the outcome was what it was, and he didn't push me on it.

23 Secretary Chad Wolf why DHS had not gotten control of the voting machines?

2 a om
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2 Mrs. Luria?

FE
4 EEE Oy. Goshesd

; —

7 authority to seize machines, did you and Mr. Wolf -- were you and Mr. Wolf summoned

9 A Iremember the subject coming upat the White House, but|don't

10 remember being called over there for that purpose.

12 CISA leadership to get some input from them in advance of a meeting at the White House

13 on this issueofseizing voting machines?

15 have operated in that situation.

16 Q Okay. So, if told you that -- well, in mid-December, December 12th or

18 you said that you and Mr. Wolf were going to the White House to discuss this issue of

20 A No, I do not remember that.

2a Q Do you remember any discussion with Mr. Wales or Mr. Masterson about

23 A No, ldon't.

24 Q Do you recall a discussion with anyone prior to your conversation with

25 Mr. Giuliani about whether DHS had the authority to seize voting machines?
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1 A Notspecifically, no.

2 Q How about generally?

3 A No.

4 Q Do you remember prior to your conversation with Mr. Giuliani learning that

5 he had this idea that the machines could be grabbed as they came in from China?

6 A Ido not remember anything like that.

7 Q Have you ever heard him say that he thinks the machines come from China?

8 A No.

9 Q  Doyou remember the date ofyour conversation with Mr. Giuliani?

10 A No.

un Q Okay. Ifitoldyouit wason the eveningofDecember 17th, does that

12 sound about right?

13 A Itsplausible.

1 Q  Wasitin the evening?

15 A Yes.

16 Q And did he call you, or did you call him?

7 A He called me,

18 Q And you told him that the Department does not have the legal authority

19 to DHS does not have the legal authority to seize voting machines.

2 Aldi

2 Q Did he push backonthat?

2 A lalready answered that.

zn Q Did he share with you what he thought the rationale was for seizing voting

24 machines?

2 A No.
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1 Q Did youhave an understanding as to why he was asking that the voting

2 machines

3 A I'msorry. didn'thear the first part.

4 Q Did you have an understanding as to why he thought it would be helpful to

5 have the voting machines seized?

6 A No.

7 Q  Doyou know whether he continued to press that issue with anyone in

8 government after your conversation?

° A Ido not know that.

10 Q Have you heardof a meeting the following day, December 18th, in the White

11 House in which Mr. Giuliani, Sidney Powell, and others pressed the President to have

12 voting machines seized?

13 A That's more specific than any recollection | have, certainly. And you've tied

14 ittomy conversation with him, which | also don't recall. So, no.

5 Q Okay. I'mwonderingwhether at any point - you recall the conversation

16 with Mr. Giuliani, right?

7 A ldo.

18 Q And I'm wondering whether at any point after that conversation you recall

19 thinking, "Huh, he might not have gotten the message, because I'm hearing that he's still

20 pushingit" Anything like that? don't mean to put word in your mouth or your head,

21 but that's the concept I'm getting at.

2 A Well, it wasn't uncommon to have to address issues more than one time.

23 And, you know --so | answered you earlier that | remember the subject being discussed

2 atthe White House, like, it coming up while |was there, and saying the same thing. But

25 whetherthat was before or after|talked to Rudy Giuliani, | don't remember that kind of
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1 detail, in termsoforderofevents.

2 Q Yeah, actually, I'm saying something slightly different. My understanding

a conversation with Mr. Giuliani; you then have a conversation with Mr. Giuliani. But

5 what I'm asking you about is: After your conversation with Mr. Giuliani, did you hear

7 A Solwouldn't characterize it as him pushing it, at least from my perspective.

9 die. It was still discussed. Whether that was because Rudy Giuliani was pushing it or

10 someone else was pushing it | just don't know.

12 the subject after mycall with Giuliani.

13 Q Were you involved in further discussions after your call with Mr. Giuliani?

15 on things. My memory isn't good enough to tell you whether | had discussions after

16 that phone call or before. But my position was the same every single timethat it ever

18 Q Okay. Thankyou.

19 A And | was never pushed by anybody on the point, only just re-asked.

» —
2a Q So, on December 31, 2020, there was a meeting at the White House

23 President Trump where we've been told that at some point you were patched in by

24 phone to the meeting. Does that sound correct to you?
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1 identifying everybody else there doesn't really help me if was on the phone.

2 a okay.

3 A Iwas sometimes patched into meetings into the Oval Office. ~ So, plausible,

4 but-sothat’salllcantellyou, is: It's plausible, butldon't remember it.

5 Q Did President Trump ever ask you to have DHS seize voting machines?

6 A No

7 Q Did he ever ask you whether DHS could seize voting machines?

5 A Yes

5 Q Okay. Tellus as much as you can recall about that discussion.

10 A So now you're asking about a Presidential discussion. This is the first

11 conversation you've asked me about, and I'ma ttle uncomfortable here,

2 Ioy. Occ: i. Luce haveanyguidance on that?

13 I 0c you vant to takeabreak,Mr. Luce?

1 Mr.Luce. Ifwe could takea quickbreak

15 I: ean, this is probably a good time to take a break anyway.

16 Sodoyouwant to take 10 minutes?

7 Mr. Cuccinelll, Sure.

1s Recess.)

19 I ov. We'rebackon the record.

0 I
2 Q So, Mr. Cuccinell, before the break, | was asking you to deseribe your

22 conversation with President Trump regardingwhether DHS could seize voting machines.

23 Doyou have an answerforthat?

2 A So, first, | want to be clear, in reference back to conversations we had maybe

25 amonth ago I don't know when we frst started talking about getting together here,
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1 but--Iam uncomfortable literally giving verbatims of conversations with the President of

2 the United States. |don't mind tell you subjects andbeing there and what | recollect

3 andanything|did.

4 But | also —the letter you're getting copied there for yourself is from President

5 Biden's White House Counsel. It's interestingly worded, but they seem to describe three

6 categories of items where they're - they don't say "waiving privilege," but Il just say

7 privilege isn't an issue to them

8 Q  Theyare not asserting privilege.

° A Notasserting privilege. And they specify those three particular areas, none

10 ofwhich we've discussed, nor doesthisfallin.

un But that is second ~ that is one element. ~ The other is, | have no indication from

12 former President Trump, nor any lawyer representing him, that he is prepared to waive

13 privilege from the time he was President. And that's what you're asking me about. I'm

14 notina position to resolve that, and so I'm not comfortable doing more than providing

15 youwhatl already just described in those instances.

16 If the need arises later and you want to come back to it, meaning on another day,

17 then we can go through all the hoops we would have to go through or that | would have

18 togo through to be comfortable with that. But that's how I'm approaching this.

19 And |think, on the subject that you were asking me about, I've told you that | was

20 asked, that my answer never changed, and that | never did anything, nor, to my

21 knowledge, did anybody at DHS do anything, to attempt to seize voting machines. So I'l

22 leave that where it stands, and you can proceed as you see fit.

zn Q Okay. And youare not here under compulsion. You're not

2% A lunderstand.

2 Q here pursuant to subpoena. So this is not something where | can compel
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1 youtoanswer. [ljust say on the record tht the committee reserves the right to raise

2 thisagain further.
3 A understand.

a Q For now, well move on.
5 I o-= of he members have any questions?

6 Ms. Lofgren. Ves. | have one question.

7 Mr. Cuccinell, you said earlier — | believe this is accurate — that Mr. Giuliani had
8 called you and had asked you about seizing the voting machines and you expressed

9 something to the effect that the Department of Homeland Security didn't have any

10 jurisdiction onthat. Is that accurate?
n Mr. Cuccinelll, Yes, ma'am. ~ Didn't have authority to do that

2 Ms. Lofgren. Correct

5 So here's myquestion. Mr. Giuliani was not an employee of the government.
14 How did he get through to you? | mean, Members of Congress and members of the

15 public audio interruption] officers in the Department. Did he hold himself out as the

16 President's lawyer? Or under whose auspices was he calling? And how was he able to
17 reach sucha high-rankingoffical as yourself?

1 Mr. Cuccinelll, 1 knew him before from, oh, maybe a decade ago, and he called

19 me on the cell number already had for him. | mean, it was just that simple.
0 Ms. Lofgren. Did he represent that he was the President's lawyer, or did he not

21 make any comment on that?
2 Mr. Cuccinelll, 1 don't recall any explanation on his part or introduction of the

23 conversation. We just had a conversation between two people who already knew each

24 other. And he asked me, as you heard earlier, about my view of DHS's authority to seize
25 voting machines, and| very conversationally told him that we did't have that authority.
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1 Ms. Lofgren. Had you seen in the media,either video or print, that he was.

2 asserting that he was the President's lawyer?

3 Mr. Cuccinell, Whatever form | had seen it, I'd seen t enough to associate him
a with performing legal work for the President's campaign, yes.

5 Ms. Lofgren. Allright. Thank you very much.

s Mr. Cuccinell, Yes, mata.
7 I Oo2 other membershave questions?

s |
9 Q fl could turn your attention to exhibit 4, the first page you should see there

10 is just a cover email. And then there's a document called "Antrim County Talking

1 Points” Looks like t's about thee pages. And then there's a document called "Aled
12 Security Operations Group."

3 A Unhoh.
1 Q  Itsays, "Revised Preliminary Summary, v2. Report Date 12-13-2020."
15 Do you recall seeing this document?

Ig A The part that is most memorable is the chart on page 2.
7 a okay.
18 A Ido remember seeing that. And, you know, the rest of it looks pretty --just

19 kind of generic text. But | definitely read either this or something like it.

0 a okay.
2 A Butit had this chartin it for sure.
2 Q And whywas that chart memorable?
23 A Because it's a chart and the votes moved over time.

24 Q  Andthen-

25 Mr. Luce. And, just to beclear for the record, the chart on page 2 --you're
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1 referencing to the chart that's on page 2 of the portion of the document that's "Allied

2 Security Operations Group" -- that's the title at the top.

. Mr Guin, Yes
a Mr. Luce. Right?

s EE
. —
7 Q And do you know what the Allied Security Operations Group is?

. —
9 Q Okay. Doyou know

w A Otherthantha sn government
u FS——
12 A I think it was, roughly described, a private expert for litigants publishing their

13 analysis and making it public.

u a oer
A that,

16 Q And, then,if you go back to the second page of the exhibit, so thisis the one:

Br arintamim CoumyTHEPOR «
18 A Yeah

19 Q do you recall whether you saw that document?

20 A | remember the 68-percent-error-rate comment, but | do not remember

2a seeing it in the formatit's in front of me.

2 a om
23 A I don't remember the other things on there necessarily. But | remember

28 that one sping out snd gradual being stn way, meaning ht they called an arc
3 wars retybrosdcategory
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1 Q Okay. Butwhat was your reaction when you heard about the purported 68

2 percenterror rate in Antrim County?

3 A Well, my reaction was hesitation.

a a okay.

5 A That underany circumstances that's ~ | immediatelygo to the, what are you

6 definingasan error? And, in fact, they weredefining some things that all | remember

7 is they had an extremely broad definition of what an error was,

8 a okay.

5 I Cr asks question?
10 I och Goohead

n I
2 Q So, Mr. Cuccineli, on the break, | handed you a coupleof documents. |

13 don't have them marked, but do you have the email that the top of the document says,

14 “Re: Allegations’?

15 A Yeah

16 Q Okay. And thisis a document that was produced to us by the Department

17 of Homeland Security just this week.

15 And it starts at the bottom with — the first email on this chain is a November 13th

19 email from ASI to Christopher Krebs and others. Do you see that?

2 A ldo

21 Q  IsASL Mr. Wolf?

2 A Yes

23 Q Okay. Doyouknow - there are someredactions here. Do you know

24 whetheryou received this email, the November 13th email?

2 A I don't remember receiving this email.
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2 Meliss, Veamspsmrseyoutioherdersturessa anil
2 addresses for those people.

5 BE oy. Thankyou ohn
a |__|
s Q The document behind the email chain is a two-page document. And |

6 apologies itl bit blurry, but that's the condition we recivdt in.
7 A Yeah

. @ TheMichiganStatesenators. Haveyou verseenthatdocumentbefore?
9 A I don't rememberseeingthis before.

10 Q  I'lrepresent to you that the letter -- you can take a minute to look at it as

11 well Butit describes purported election regularitieso problemswith the Michigan
12 election. And it was sent to the Michigan secretary of state by these State senators.

15 And represent to you that this document was then forwarded t Mr. Wolf by the
16 White House onthe moring of November 13th.
15 A Okay.

16 Q Okay. Is this something that Mr. Wolf would have shared with you when

17 he received it, given your position within th Department?
18 A Not necessarily.

19 Q Okay. Isit possible that Mr. Wolf would've -- |think you mentioned earlier

20 in your testimony that sometimes he dealt with things directly, not necessarily through

a yo
2 A ves
23 Q Would the area of election security or election fraud allegations have been

26 one of those reas tht you saw him sot of directly involve —or take part in without
5 imvaingyon?
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1 A Notregularly. But, you know, communication directed to him he would

2 frequently just deal with himself. And if he wanted to find something of an agency
3 head, he wouldn't go through me; he would just go straight to the agency head.

a Q And that looks like it's what happened here, right?

5 A Well atleast in this bottom email its from the secretary to the agency
6 head. So,youknow, that'salll cansay.

7 Q Okay. And then you can see there's a response from Mr. Krebs to ASL and

8 others, right?

9 A Yeah,Iseetheres, yes.

10 Q And Mr. Travis and Mr. Wales, they're both within CISA under Mr. Krebs.

un A Theyare.

2 Q Orthey were at the time. Excuse me.

13 A Theywereatthat time, yes.

1 Q And, calling your attention to the top email, the November 16th email that

15 Mr. Krebs sent to Mr. Wolf, Mr. Travis, and Mr. Wales, do you see that?

16 A ldo.

Q  Andit describes ~ it says that the allegations raised in the State senators’

18 letter are not new and have been pretty thoroughly addressed by Michigan for the four

19 main buckets of allegations, and it lsts the four: Antrim County, ballot handling, TCF

20 Center,and observers. He then, Mr. Krebs, provides links to information that addresses

21 eachof those allegations.

2 Doyou see that?

2 A Yep

2 Q Have you ever seen this before, this information from Mr. Krebs?

2 A I don't ever rememberseeing this before, no.
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1 Q When the suesof Antrim County cameup in DecemberJ was
2 asking you about this ASOG, or Allied Security, report -- was that the first you had heard

3 ofAntrim County?
a A Ithink the first | heard of Antrim County was just in a news article from the

5 Washington Examiner.

6 Q And do yourememberwhat the nature of that article was?
7 A Just that there was a dispute and, you know, one side says "A" and the other

8 sidesays"nuhuh.”
9 Q Was that of concern to you in your role as Assistant Secretary of DHS?

10 A Notin my role as Assistant Secretary -- or Deputy Secretary of DHS.

1 Q Sorry. lapologize.

12 When did the Antrim County claims come onto your screen in your official

13 capacity?
1 A I don't remember when on the calendar, you know, they came onto the
15 screen. But we never dealt with Antrim County directly. It was just goingon. And,

16 you know, we paid attention to it and other things, because it's part of the whole election

1 environment, but -
18 Q  Atany point did you become concerned about what had happened in Antrim

19 County?

20 A Well, when | see a chart where the votes move by the government's count

2a on different days to those degrees, that's a concern.

2 Q And do yourememberwhen you first learned that that was being alleged?
23 A Idon't remember, no.

22 Q Did you have any discussions with Mr. Wolf about your concerns about

25 Antrim County?
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1 A I don't remembereverdiscussingAntrim Countywith Chad.

2 Q Do you ever rememberadiscussion in which-- and|know you justsaid you

a conversation with Mr. Wolf in which you raised concerns about Antrim County and he

5 said, "Well, we've already got the information debunkingthat; Chris Krebs sent it to me

7 A 1 just don't remember anything like that.

8 a Doyourecall andi think [Ill coin to 25k you some questions

9 about, sort of, efforts in December on this, but -- whether you ever heard, in the context

10 of discussions regarding Antrim County, that Mr. Wolf had previously been advised of the

12 A 1 just have no memory of anything like that.

13 Q Okay.

“ —
15 Q Okay. So, if you look at exhibit 5, it's an email from you to Rich Donoghue.

16 And Mr. Donoghue wasin the Deputy Attorney General's Office at DOJ. Is that correct?

18 Q Do you have any reason to think that's not accurate?

20 But that was a weeklater.

23 Q So this email is dated December 18, 2020, copying Emily Early.
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1 Q Okay. Doyou know if she worked at CISA?

2 A just don't remember that.

3 a okay.

a A The name just doesn't ringabel.

s a okay.

s Subject says, "Follow up." One attachment, "MI" presumably for

7 Michigan "Report Summary pdf."

5 You write, "Rich, Brandon is doing three briefings today."

9 Is that the Brandon Wales that we've talked about?

10 A assume so. Yeah, | can't tinkofany other Brandon that comes to mind in

11 the Department of Homeland Security.

2 Q Do you know what he was doing briefings about?

13 A No

1 Q And then the last sentence of this email says

15 A Though! willsay

16 a on

7 A and I'm speculating a ltl bit based on the date, but my recollection is this

18 isrightaround the time we became aware of the Russian hack, which CISA was deeply
19 involved in. | know it was in December. | don't know whether it would have happened

0 yet. so-

2 Q Can youtell us about the Russian hack in an unclassified environment?

2 A No

3 Q  fimoveon.

2 Sothe last sentence of youremail says, "| hope it which | think is referring to the

25 attachment, "is useful, though as it relates to the particular county, the hand recount
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1 would seem to have addressed matters in that jurisdiction."

2 Can you explain what you meant by "the hand recount would seem to have

3 addressed matters in that jurisdiction"?

a A Well, don't remember specifically, but that is the point of recounts, is to

5 finalize whatever the counts. Sol assume that's what | was referencing.

6 a okay.

7 And, if you look at the next page, this appears to be the attachment. Do you

8 recognize this document?

9 A Not specifically, no.

10 Q  Doyouknow, based on looking at it, where this originated?

u A No.

2 Q  Doyou know whether CISA did any kind of review of the allegations from the

13 Allied Security Operations Group report?

1 A don't know whether they did or not, orwhether they just relied on other

15 folks to provide information in that regard.

16 But, | mean, the information presented here | remember vaguely. ~ You know,

17 there'salotofdetail here | have no recollection of, but just the general presentation of

18 thisinformation looks familiar. | wouldn't ~ well, | wouldn't have remembered the

19 underlying email, but it makes sense to be attached to that as something that may have

20 comeinto my possession and then | just passed along to Rich.

21 a okay.

2 So the first sentence says, "Voters in Antrim County, Michigan, voted on paper

23 ballots” Doyouknow whether that's accurate?

2 A My understanding is Michigan was a paper ballot State.

ES a okay.
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1 The next sentence says, “Those records were reviewed yesterday and recounted

2 byhand." Does that sound familiarto you?

3 A Not specifically, but, | mean, I'm referencing the recount in my email, so it

4 makes sense.

5 a okay.

6 The next sentence says, “This verification, independent of the software and

7 hardware systems in question, returned results that indicates the consistency of the

8 systems, with a 12 vote difference from the previous final tally."

9 Sols it your understanding that whoever wrote this one-page paper is saying that

10 the hand recount found only a 12-vote difference from the original count?

u A That's how | would interpret it, yes.

2 Q And was it your view that the review of the paper ballots is the most reliable

13 way to determine whether ornot the original count was accurate?

1 A Yeah, with all of the usual caveats: there aren't additional ballots put in

15 and you don't have machines printing ballots, which -- you know, my experience is the

16 Virginia experience. That's how | know elections, is Virginia, and inmyjurisdictions that

17 hasn'tbeenanissue. Butinother partsof the country | knowthat, I thinkit stypically

18 called "ballot curing" can happen. But | didn't reference ~ that isn't referenced here,

19 and whoever wrote this didn't reference it, so assume they don't do it.

2 But, when you canclear those sorts of things out, paper-ballot recounts, | think,

21 areatleast the highest-confidence way to achieve finality.

2 a okay.

23 The second paragraph on this page, second sentence, says, “The report," referring

24 tothe ASOG report, "draws conclusions based upon descriptions of software that it is our

25 understanding Antrim County does not own, and for versionsof the software we
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1 understand to be incompatible with the versionofthe voting system Antrim County

2 owns"

3 Do you recall these conclusions?

4 A Only vaguely. They weren't my conclusions. | was passing along this item

5 thatlgot |don'tknow where |gotit. But,asyou noted, zeroed in on the recount of

6 paper ballots, which

7 a okay.

8 A wis just the sortofthing | would have zeroed in on.

9 Q And so what was your overall conclusion regarding the situation in Antrim

10 County?

un A Well, | assume that my conclusion, as stated in that email, was that the hand

12 recount ended the discussion.

1B Q And did it end the discussion?

1 A Idon't know.

5 Q Okay. Doyou recall anybody asking you further about Antrim County?

16 A No.

7 Q Ifyou look at exhibit 8, it's an email dated Friday, 12/18/2020, at 10:58 a.m.

18 from Rich Donoghue, we mentioned earlier. The top may be cut off on your version, but

19 itlooks like it's to AS2, and then it starts off, "Ken."

2 "AG Barr is waiting on a CISA whitepaper that I'm told is currently in the

21 Secretary's office."

2 Do you know whether the white paper referred to there is the same one we just

23 lookedat?

2% A Idon't know that. Whatever it was | don't think went through me,

25 necessarily, meaning in development. But itis not surprising that Rich would ask me to
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1 pop down the hall and try to shake it loose.



1
2 @aspm)
3 I
4 Q Do you rememberwhether you did do that?

5 A Oh, I'm sure | did if | said -- if| responded to him I'll give it a shot, that |

6 would. How much weight at the other end of the hall would put on my efforts is
7 another question, but, you know, that was out of my control.

8 Q Do you know whyAttorney General Barr was wating on a CISA white paper?
9 A Ihave no idea.

10 Q  Sol'm actually going to go back in time 3 days, so what youwere just looking.

11 atwas December 18th. We've been informed and this i | should tell ou, this is
12 public testimony from Jeff Rosen before the Senate Judiciary Committee, where he says

13 there was a December 15, 2020, meeting at the White House with President Trump that

14 involved Rich Donoghue, Jeff Rosen, Pat Cipillone, Mark Meadows, Pat Philbin, and Chad
15 Mizelle. Was Chad Mizelle at that time the acting general counsel at DHS?

Ig A Hews.
w Q Okay. Wereyou sat that meeting?
18 A Idon't remember that meeting, so | assume not.

19 Q Do you remember whether Chad Mizelle or anybodyelse who participated in

20 that meeting discussed the meeting with you?

21 A Ido not remember any such discussion.

2 I Vr. Cuccinell, ifit helps in termsof recall, | think there's testimony

23 that you might have arrived latefor the meeting. Does that sound familiar, that you

2 came toa meeting at the White House that was already in progress with those individuals
25 that JEN mentioned?
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. Mr. Cuccnel, 1 appreciate that, batt dossrt og my recolecton Fm fri,
2 |__|
s Q Doyou recall whetheryou ver referred 10» hand recount n Anti County
4 asbeingthegodstandarc?
5 A I don't recall that. |think I've said words to youallto thateffect here, you

6 know,sboutas goodayou can dowith all my caveats
7 Q Do you have anythingelse on that?

s A ———
. JE Otay. Do anyof the members have questions?

10 Mrs. Luria. Not right now. Thank you.

a —_—
12 Q Mr. Cuccinelli, did you ever have any conversations about the possibility that

13 you would be appointed as special counsel to investigate issues related to the 2020

5 A ves
16 Q Okay. Who did you have those conversations with?

v A Wel there was at east some folk rom DOJ present ane th President 3
18 well. And | don't remember who else.

» Q kav. Willow tell us about hose conversations?
20 A Only that they happened. And, as you all know, | wasnot appointed as

2 specilcousel,
2 Q Okay. An) just swe have ito th record, you reson or not engus
23 anything further is because of concerns of executive privilege?

» A Ves. tyousliresobesai tha, have no prem taking bout
» Q Okay. Con you tellus whether you remember these conversations? fm
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1 asking that just so | know whether it's worthwhile

2 A Yeah, no.

3 going trough theprocess toryto resave i,
‘ A Nojlunderstand. Ive been inyour postion. 1 do remember those
5 conversations
. a our
’ EE
s |__|
9 Q Can youtell us who else was present?

© A Wel 1s nthe Oval Ofc, so assume the President. And, sad, |
11 think there were some folk from DO} tht and Fm speculating a tle bt, but ink
12 Jeff Rosen or Rich Donoghue or both. But | don't -- | don't have -- | can't picture

13 everybody in the room.

Q Doyourecalthe dte ofthat conversation?
15 A I don't.

16 Q Do you remember having any other conversations about the possibility of

17 being appointed special counsel?
18 A Onyour date question--

19 Q Yes.

20 A —Ithinkitwas afterBarr stepped down as AG.

2a Q Do you recall any other conversations about the possibility of being

23 A I mean, | dida little bit of my own research, so| had conversations with

28 others. But dont evenremember who had hose with. twas basclly to do the
25 kind of background info on what that role entailed.
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1 Q Did you reach a conclusion as to whether it would be appropriateto appoint

2 a special counsel?

3 A 1 didreach conclusion about that, yes
a Q Whatwasyourconclusion?
5 A Well, it was in the form of a recommendation, so | think we're back into the

6 sameteritory.
7 Q Was ita recommendationof the President?

s A itwas
9 Q Okay. Did you have any conversations about whether Sidney Powell should

10 be appointedasa special counsel?

u A No
12 Q Did you have any conversations about whether anybody, other than you,

13 should be appointed special counsel?

1 A There was generic and me.
15 Q Okay.

6 A That was, you know, special counsel generically discussion, and my name
17 wasincluded ina discussion | was in, 50. but that was it.
1 HE oooes auestion?

19 |__|
20 Q Again, I'm going to —-in termsoftryingto jog the date, only because it'sa

2a date people tend to remember, there was a meeting on December 31st, on New Year's

22 Eve, with Mr. Rosen, Mr. Donoghue, and the President in which this issue came up. Do
23 you know that might have been the date that you were there?

» A No
2s Q Are you able to speculate on that or
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1 A No
2 a okay.

3 |
a Q But you recall you were there in person rather than by phone?
s A ves

—
7 Q just want to make sure we're on the same page about resolving whatever
8 privilege issues that may exist which you said you would attempt to do. We have the
9 letter now thankyou, Mr. Luce.
0 And, inthe letter to from Jonathan Su at the White House to Ms. Doss (ph) at
1 the GC's Officeof DHS, it says, "Despite efforts made to do so, we have been unable to
12 discuss with Mr. Cuccinll the nature of his communications with former
13 President Trump and his advisors about the events that are subject of the planned
1 interview”
1s Will ou be able to have those discussions with White House counsel?
6 A Yeah, what he's referring to is a missed phone call.
7 a olay.
1 A So, yes ~ I have no objection to having the conversations. That was just a
19 schedule failure on my par,
0 Q Okay. 1 just wanted to be clear because part of our attempt to resolve this
21 would require you to have those conversations with White House counsel.
2 A Yeah,I have no objection to that.
23 I 0ony members have any

2 Mr. Cuccinell, And, frankly, | mean, just don't want to be getting ahead of the
25 resolution. Whatever the parties involved conclude is fine with me. But, you know, |
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1 ‘make that a moot point if | start wandering into that territory myself before those issues.

2 are resolved, and I'm not comfortable doing that.

3 |__|
4 Q Mr. Cuccinelli, you said earlier that you've had no indication from former

5 President Trump that he's prepared to waive the privilege. Have you had any

9 himaboutany of this.

10 Q Soyour concern is that he might at some point invoke executive privilege,

12 A I want to hear from him or his legal team -- | want tohear the okay to go

13 ahead and talk about these things you all are asking me about before | do it.

" —
15 Q So, just on that line, the letter itself also states that the subjects that

18 Q has already determined an assertion of executive privilege is not in the

2a Q One of them is other efforts to alter election results or obstruct transfer of

23 weighed in on the topic that we're inquiring right now, but you would also like to hear

224 from the former President about this privilege. Is that fair to say?
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+ snmp Rdslsenea Ginn
2 prior President on these subjects you all are asking about.

5 a Olay. Thankyou
‘ JN oc ory embershaveany questions?
5 Mrs. Luria. Ido. Thankyou, Mr. Cuccinelli. | might have missed itin the

6 carer description, but ca you describe what the purgose of this special counsel tht
7 you've been discussing for the last few minutes would have been?

. Mr. Cussineli, Wel generically a special counsel elated to whether there
9 was -- whether there were criminal undertakings in the election. 1 mean, that's what a

10 special counsels fo, s0-
u Mrs. Lua, Okay. Well thankyou for caring. 1justwas tring to
12 understand better what the purpose of this particular appointment of a special counsel

13 would have been meant to address. Thank you.

1 |__|
15 Q And who would be the appointing authority? Would that be the Attorney

6 Genera
v A Thatswhat the regulation say, es.
18 Q And that's the Department of Justice regulations?

» PR
20 Q Outside the context of conversations with the President, did you have any

2a conversations with anybody at the Justice Department about whether a special counsel

2 shouldbe sppointed?
23 A | remember no such discussions outside of, you know, the White House

24 wherethey werepresent when | was present.

25 Q If you could look at exhibit 6 in your binder, and | apologize that the print is
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1 extremely small. Thisis an email from Richard Donoghue at the Departmentof Justice,

2 whowe mentioned earlier, to you, dated Sunday, January 3, 2021, at 11:22 p.m, subject

3 Call Please.”

a The text says, "Ken, sorry about the time, but can you give me a call ASAP?

5 Thanks" And then it has what's probably his phone number redacted. Do you

6 remember whether you called Rich Donoghue in response to this?

7 A Well, don't remember. imagine | would have. Whether | saw this and

8 called that night or the next day, | don't know. It would have been my practice to call if

9 asked ike this, unlike the practice in the DepartmentofJustice in reverse.

10 Q Okay. Is there anything about that that would be relevant to what we're

11 lookinginto?

2 A No,itsjustapet peeve

1B a okay.

1 A heldbyall agencies other than the Departmentof Justice, but -

15 Q Okay. Doyou remember what Rich Donoghue wanted to talk to you

16 about?

7 A don't,

18 Q  Doyou remember whether it was -and I'm just saying this to see if it

19 refreshes your recollection - whether he was calling to say that the President was asking

20 about an ICE agent nearAtlanta that allegedly had in custodya truck with shredded

21 ballots?

2 A remember the subject of the potential for such ballots, but | don't relate it

23 tothis email ora call with Rich.

2 Q Okay. What do you remember about that issue?

ES A Justits existence, the allegation of it, and that it was like put in the hands of
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1 aniCEagentorsomething. |don'trememberhowthatalldeveloped.

2 Q Okay. Doyou remember whether DHS looked nto the allegation?

3 A Not the allegation. | think my recollection, and it's a weak one, admittedly,

4 isthat we just determined what should be done with this. We didn't, you know, start

5 ourown investigation.

s Q Okay. But,as| understand it, the question was whether an ICE agent near

7 Atlanta already had in custodya truck with shredded ballots. ~ Does that sound correct to

8 youas faraswhat theallegation was?

9 A Onlyvaguely. I mean, it took some poking around, as recall to even

10 figure out what the starting circumstance was, you know, and then go from there. But

11 there was no go from there because that's DOJ territory, so

2 Q But wouldn't the reason Rich Donoghue would be calling you was because

13 the question was whether it was an ICE agent

14 A Yes

15 Q  Sodid you look into whether there was, in fact, an ICE agent who

16 A I don't remember whether| did or not, but | do remember the circumstance

17 you're describing of the allegation of, you know,a truck of shredded ballots falling into

18 the handsof an ICE agent. Sot would make sense that | would do that, and it aso

19 makes sense for Rich to call me about it as opposed to somebody else.

2 Q Doyou remember what the outcome was? Was there, in fact, an ICE agent

21 near Atlanta who had in hs custodya truck with shredded ballots?

2 A Idon't remember what the outcome was. | don't even remember whether

23 we had the, you know -- whether we had an agent who fit that description. |just don't

24 rememberthat.

ES Q Okay. Butif,in fact that it had turned out that there was an ICE agent who
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1 hadin his custody a truck with shredded ballots, you would probably remember that,

2 wouldn'tyou?

3 A Well | would've -the call would've gone the other way here. | would've,

4 youknow, turedit over to DOJ.

5 Q Okay. And didyou?

6 A don't recall that, so - | mean, | assume we'd all remember it i it had, you

7 know, been a real and inappropriate circumstance.

8 Q Okay. Ifyou could look at exhibit 9. This is an email, dated November3,

9 2020, from Scott McConnell to several people, and then it looks like somebody named

10 McKinnis forwarded it to you. Oh, Melika Willoughby McKinnis appears to have

11 forwarded it to you, and it looks like it's just got a document there, "Election Day

12 Incidents and Anecdotes."

1B If you look at the next exhibit, exhibit 10, we believe thisis a document that was

14 associated with that email. Do you recall this document, which is called "Election Day

15 Trackingasof 10:50 p.m"?

16 A Irememberit. Whether this is comprehensive or not,| can't speak to.

17 But do remember that we tracked occurrences that came to our attention in this sort of

18 format

19 Q Okay. Doyouknow who created this document?

2 A think CISAdid, but I'm not 100 percent sure.

21 Q Okay. Doyouknowwhether this is one in a series of tracking documents?

2 A Onthat day, | think it was cumulative.

23 Q Meaning the latest one would include everything from previous

2 A That's howI recall us doing it.

ES Q Do you recall whether this document continued to be created after Election
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1 pay?

2 A That! don't remember.

3 Q Okay. And whatwas the purpose of ths document?

a A Justinforming usofwhatwasgoing on, as best we could determine it,

5 around the country.

6 Q Going on in termsofwhat?

7 A Election progress and issues that might arise.

8 Q And what was the purposeof CISA or DHS tracking that information given

9 what you said earlier about DHS limited mandate?

10 A Oh awareness. | mean, thisis a partnership, and they're the ones- they,
11 youknow - there's some here you see are national, but there's also State and local ones.

12 And, you know, being aware of what they're contending with makes us better able to do

13 ourjob, andit helps us steer resources.

14 1 used the example earlier in our discussions here about CISA making expertise

15 available that States might not have, so if we spot a circumstance that might cal for that.

16 As! recall, there were teams available, particularly on thecyber front, to provide

17 assistance to States if they requested it.

1s Q Do you know whether any States requested assistance?

19 A Idon't know.

2 Q Okay. Who would know the answer to that?

2 A Probably the operational folks at CISA.

2 Q Do you know whether this document was shared outside the Department of

23 Homeland security?

2 A Notthat know of. But, | mean, generally speaking, it was accumulating
25 publicinformation, combined with sort of reporting in our network. So, you know, the
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1 partnerships described earlier, to the extent there was communication there, that

2 wouldn't necessarily be a public communication, but that information could also find its

3 wayinheretoo.

a Q Ifyou could look now -- do you have any questions on that?

s I
6 Q Mr. Cuccinell, while we're talking about election night, | wanted to ask you

7 aboutthis one email. 1 don't knowthat it's necessarily associated with the document

8 youwere just talking about, but | just had a question for you onit. Does this now, this

9 appears to be an email from AS without a number, but it's signed "Ken." Did that come.

10 fromyou?

un A Well, I assume so unless there's an Assistant Secretary, but I'm not sure. |

12 don't remember any Kens.

1B Q  Doyou rememberthis email?

1 A No.

15 Q  Itseemstorefer to it's on 6 p.m. on election evening.

16 A Yeah

7 Q Right? It's directed to Chris Krebs. And it says, "one query picked up

18 from the cong” ~c-o-n-g "call." Is that ~ does that term seem familia to you, a cong

19 call, congressional call?

2 A I'm assuming it was a congressional call that we had scheduled for that point

21 inthe day, just lie we had media calls scheduledatcertain points in the day, and |

22 assume that's what that means,

23 Q Was thata standard practice to have calls with either Members of Congress

24 orstaff, or isths an election-specificor focused type of event?

ES A Well on election day, it wouldve been election focused. | mean,
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1 everythingwasfocusedon that that day.

2 Q  Doyouremember havingacal with, i thisMembersofCongressorstaff?

3 A Irememberastaff call. |don't remember whether there were memberson

4 itornot.

s Q Okay. Doyou rememberthecall thestaff call on the eveningofthe

6 election?

7 A Onlyits existence.

8 Q Okay. Does that - the restofthat sentence ring any bellsfor you in terms

9 ofa query regarding CisAgov and rumor control page?

10 A No

un Q Well actually, the way |read that is twoseparatethings. Rumor control is

12 a page within the CISA gov website, correct?

13 A Right. Yeah, that's how I'm interpreting it.

1 Q And we talked about thata tte bit earlier.

15 A Yeah

16 Q That wasan initiative that began in 2020to attempttoputoutinformation

17 sothe public was informed going into the election. Is that far to say?

15 A Yeah,ina general basis, yeah.

1 Q  Doyouremember anyone in Congress or in congressional staff raising
20 concerns about the rumor control page?

2 AI have no recollection of any question fitting this description. Honestly, |

22 don't even remember the existenceof the call. | don't even rememberwhat was said,

23 s0,youknow, I really can't give you any detail.

2 Q Fair enough. Doyou rememberin anyother context anyone from Congress

25 or congressional staff raising concerns about therumor control page?
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1 A I don't -- whether it's concerns or not, | don't remember anybody associated

2 with Congress raising anything with respect to this page.

a Anyone from the White House ever raise concerns about the rumor control page?

5 A | rememberno one ever anywhere on the planet raising direct concernswith

7 Q Did you believe it was controversial in any respect, having a rumor control

9 A Not the existence of it, no.

10 Q How about the substance of it, the things that went on to that page?

12 the goal. But | don't have any recollection of specific items that were -- that | saw or

15 the rumor control page taking him outside of his lane, as we discussed earlier in our --

16 A | don't remember anything like that.

. —
19 Q Okay. Iflcanturnyourattention toexhibit48.

20 A Is that in the book? Yeah.

2a Q And thisis the one that was just emailed to you a day or two ago.

23 Q  Atthe bottom, there's an email from you to Mark Meadows, dated

24 Wednesday, November 18, 2020, subject "List." The email says, "Mark, some bullets on

25 our phone call." So, first of all, the "our phone call," was that a just call you and
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1 Mr.Meadows?

2 A Yes.

3 Q Okay. And then the first bulletis redacted. The second one says: Align

4 any end of the campaign with the States finalizing vote counts, paren, (including all of the

5 litigation in eachof the States. That is part of the process), closed paren. What did

6 youmean by that?

7 A Which part?

8 Q Well, the whole thing, but we can break it down into parts if that would help.

° A Well, ll startat the end.

10 a sure.

un A Itis my understanding, and my understanding is based on not knowingany

12 exceptions to what I'm about to say, is that all States deal with concerns about how an

13 electionwas run or the count is executed in tigation. That is why | said litigation is part

14 of the process.

15 I myself have been through a recount. ~ That starts when the sheriff delivers you a

16 complainttoyour door, in my case, to mywife. And it gets litigated, and the court sort

17 oftakes over the count. Same -similar things happen. That is why | describe it as part

18 of the process.

19 And this is a suggestion to Mark that, if they were going to do -- and | obviously

20 am making a suggestion without knowledgeofwhat they're doing here — if they were

21 going to do any wrap-up point, that that would make a good point intime processwise for

22 the President or the White House to make whatever wrap-up remarks on the election

23 they might make.

2% Q Andby "wrap-up remarks,"do youmean concede?

2 A You can phrase it that way or however. | mean, it's -- you know, | worked
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1 for President Trump. It's nota word you'd immediately associate with him doing. ~ But,

2 you know, whatever finalizing comments hewas going to make, if he was going to make

3 any and this, again, is a suggestion to Meadows, | didn't discuss this with the

4 President that that would be a good point at whichtodo it.

s Q 50,bythat, do you mean that, when the litigation was over,i’ time to end

6 the campaign?

7 A No, I'm not suggesting how they should act. I'm simply suggesting that if

5 theyre looking fora point at which they might undertake sort of a culmination set of

9 remarks, that that is a good place in the process to doit.

10 Q Meaningwhen the litigation ends?

un A Yes.

2 Q Is that what you meanbyalign any end of the campaign

13 A Yes.

1 Q meaning make concluding remarks

15 A Yes

16 Q when the gation ends?

7 A Yes

1s Q And what prompted you togive that recommendation?

19 A I don't remember that - you know, | don't remember our conversation

20 specifically, but it's not you know, it's not unusual for me to quickly hammer down on

21 myphonea summary. Sometimes | even email t to myself just so that | can remember

22 ortoaccount for my failure to remember. And, you know, I've run five campaigns, so

23 Ive been through this process. So| was just makinga suggestion not knowing what they

24 were going to do, but that that would be a good point to aim at

ES Q And was that bullet memorializingyour viewor an agreed-upon view with
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1 Mr. Meadows?

2 A Thatwas justme.

3 a okay.

a A This yeah, thisis just me.

5 Q Does that summarize what you said to Mr. Meadows on your phone call?

6 A Iwant to beclear that | wasn't telling him or suggesting to him that they do

7 this, but that if they were looking for a point, sort ofa conclusory point, here now, you

8 know,2 weeksafter the election, that | was identifying a point in the process that | think

9 would be suitable.

10 Q And you had said something along those lines during the phone call?

n A Yes

2 Q And what wasMr. Meadows' response?

1B A Idon'tremember. |don't remember. | don't remember having the call,

14 so,I mean, I'm drawing my memory from the notes.

15 Q And, just so | know, these redactions, were those redactions done by the

16 Department of Homeland Security?

7 Mr. Luce. Yes.

18 Io+:v. Thankyou. Doyouhave any questions?

N —
2 Q Yeah, just have a question about the email. So when it says "alignanyend

21 of the campaign with the States’ finalizing vote counts," would that be the

22 December 14th across the Nation certification with the States that you were referring to?

2 A Honestly didn't think of itn that prospect. |was just thinking that they all

24 run througha tigation process. Wherever it ends, | was notthinking December 14th at

25 thatpoint. That! know of, that canrecall
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1 Q  So,inyour mind, it could've been that date or the conclusion of the multiple

2 lawsuits that had already --

3 A Yes.

4 Q been filed at that point?

5 A Well,my commentis the endof the lawsuits.

6 Q  Gotit. Did youanticipate that President Trump at some point would

7 concede?

8 A No, not necessarily.

9 Q  Atany point?

10 A Correct.
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1

2 |
3 Q Did you have any discussion with Mr. Meadows about the role of Congress at

4 the Joint Session on January 6th in terms of counting the electoral votes?

5 A No.

6 Q Did you have conversations with anybody else in the government about the

7 role of Congress in counting electoral votes?

8 A Yes.

9 Q And who were those conversations with?

10 A Itwas one conversation, one commentwith the President.

un Q Okay. Canyoutellus when that was?

2 A January Sth.

1B Q Was that in person?

1 A Yes.

5 Q Inthe Oval Office?

16 A Yes.

7 Q  Whoelsewasthere?

1 A Nooneelse.

19 Q Okay. Whatwas thecircumstance inwhich -- what was the purposeofyou

20 being there in the Oval Office with the President?

2 A I don't rememberwhat the underlying - andwhat|wasthere to meet

22 about. Itwas very common for me to come on a scheduled topic, and then we would

23 cover multiple topics that were not scheduled just because we would just trail from one

2 thingintoanother. It wasn'ta planned thing. And my comment was very much in

25 passing, but as said, he and I were the only ones in there at the time.
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2 A This falls under our earlier discussion, | think.

s Q Is this unusual for you to meet with the President of the United States

7 A Oh, no, not atall.

10 Q Okay. Is--can you tell usa little bit about that? Why would the Acting

12 A Well, in areas that | was addressing, you know, | wouldn't be acting outside

13 of what | would think is the knowledge or understanding of the Secretary, but examples

15 illegal immigration, legal immigration. We would -- those are discussions that would

16 often happen without the Secretary present. There were a lot of things that happened

a —
20 privilege issue. Did you consider this discussion on January Sth with the President to be

2a connected to official government business?

2 A Idon't know how to interpret that question. | mean, as far as | was

23 concerned, | was always on duty, so was he.

25 of official decisionmaking that he needed to do as -- decision he needed to make as
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1 President of the United States?

2 A I don't Idon'trecall whetherthatwould beaproperor improper

3 characterization.

4 Q  Meaningit's hard to answermyquestion--youmeanyou're havingdifficulty.

5 answering the question, or is there something about the question that's unclear?

6 A No, I'm havingdifficulty answering the question.

7 a okay.

s |
9 Q Sol think my question was whether you discussed the role of Congress in the

10 Joint Session with the President, and you said, yes. Did you discuss the role of the Vice

11 Presidentin the Joint Session with the President?

2 A I'm not quite sure how to answer that one, so I'm going to just demure.

1B Q Okay. Butdoyou remember the answer to the question?

1 A Yes.

5 Q Okay. But,forthe record, you're not goingto say what it is because of

16 privilege concems?

7 A Correct.

18 Q Did you discuss with anybody other than the President your view of the role

19 of Congressorthe role of the Vice President in the Joint Session of Congress?

2 A I don't remember doing so.

2 Q Okay. What wasyourviewof theroleof Congress in the Joint Session to

22 count theelectoral votes?

23 A Todomath

2% Q Okay. And what do you mean by that?

2 A The ballots are what they are, and they just add them up, and if it's a
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1 ‘majority or more, they're done.

2 Q Okay. And then, based on that, | can guess what your answer will be, but

A—
a A I wouldn't say | had a specifically fleshed out view of his role.

s Q Did you discuss your conversation that you had with the President on

© rman abtyoe?
, A he
. IE ovo at ave any ther questions?
5 EE | cot thinkso
0 ME Oko. Doanymembers have any questions?
u yo ovatabrash, ardopantoko going?
12 Mr. Cuccinelli. No, I'm fine. | mean, we're getting down the line on the clock,

FE.
u EE
15 Q Yeah, we're going to start with the January 6th and the days preceding, so if

16 you want to takea break now--

u A termine
18 Q Okay. Great. Sol justwant to start with generally the preparations for

19 January 6th from DHS, what you were aware of, what the threat landscape was going into

20 it, and march through your day of January 6th as best we can, starting with how was DHS

21 setup nterms of wh the point person was to Kind of runt perstionly?
2 A So Chis Torney, hes ofops was ur point person or the
23 intergovernmental liaising that takes place in these situations. And we went about it the

28 way we normally wold anywhere nthe county ts ust Washigtons diferent because
A
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1 the way we would normally prepare.

2 Q  Whichiswhat?

3 A I mean, you know, we gather ~ we listen to intel provided by other members

4 of theintel community. We can only ~we can'tgodevelop intel other than publicly

Ss available sources. We'd go develop those, including social media, and compare it to

6 past patterns for othersimilaranalogous events and geta sense of scoping.

7 And we listen towhat our partners say; for instance, Interior is sort of an expert

8 on how many are going to show up, how much room is it going to take, you know, that

9 kindof thing. ~Sotalking with all those entities and the liaisons for them, and then

10 preparing our own force laydown for DHS. ~ With the exception of the Capitol and the

11 Supreme Court and the inside of courthouses, which i the marshals, we were responsible

12 forall the other buildings via FPS, Federal Protective Service, and there's a lot of buildings

13 in Washington.

14 And, you know, so we figure out what's likely to happen that day. For instance,

15 the rally at the Ellipse and that Congress is a focus. ~ Okay, what's between point A and

16 point B, all those kinds of things. And we try to prepare any deputizations we may need,

17 forinstance, to deputize CBPorICE officers for FPS. ~All that's done beforehand, all with

18 our best estimatesofwhat's likely to happen, and then we plan for reasonable worst-case

19 scenario, you know. | mean, you know, you can't plan for an asteroid hit.

2 But that process was not new on January 6th or the run-up; it was the same

21 process we had used. And, of course, you always arefinding that itis sort ofa working

22 document, and in the COVID environment, there was a lot more remote contact than in

23 person than maybe wouldve happened, say, 2 years before.

2 Q So, when you say you relied on the intelligence community, does that

25 include DHS I&A in terms of developing ~ understanding what your -the threat is?
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1 A Yes, but | but DHS IA can only can't gather can't affirmatively go

2 gatherintelligence in the way that, say, let's just hypothesize that there were foreign

3 elements that were toying with interloping, that would happen offshore. Those are

4 assets that other intelligence agencies have that we don't have. There's no privacy

5 issues offshore with foreign entities.

6 In the United States, we're domestic, anddespite the name, Department of

7 Homeland Security, we have very little affirmative authority to go root things out.

8 Were very reliant ourselves on publicly available information, accumulating it, trying to

9 process it, learn from it what we can.

10 Q Isn't that the role of DHS IA to kind of

u A Yes.

2 Q stitch together that

1B A That piece, yes. My pointis, there are other intelligence community

14 members that might end up withother information just as a matter of -- you were asking

15 before, asa matter of standard practice, we would keep an ear out to them: Is there

16 anything you're hearing from those types of perspectives that we don't have?

7 Q Understood. Butit's curious, as the number two at DHS, you start with the

18 intelligence community without mentioning DHS IRA as far as who you relied on. Can

19 youtell- who would be your

2 A No,you're misinterpreting,

21 a okay.

2 A Iwas just distinguishing it from the perspective of the ability of other parts

23 of the community to gather non-public information.

2 Q Understood.

ES A Letmeputitthat way.
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1 Q Inacovert manner?

2 A Correct.

3 Q  Gotit. Sowhatwas the threat landscape as you wereheading towards

4 January 6th as it was presented to you by I&A or from the other law enforcement

5 partners?

6 A I mean, we had a protest that was partof an ongoing public debate, soit

7 wasn't, you know, a one-time occurrence in the it was — and, you know, it looked ike it

8 could be tens of thousands of people and cover a fairly wide area, from the White House

9 downto the Capitol

10 And it never stays contained, so you have to worry about outside that area. And

11 that doesn't mean we have to worry about it, per se. We're not responsible, for

12 instance, for, you know, a private shopping district. But we would communicate with

13 the Metro Police about interacting, say, between the Ronald Reagan Building and places

14 north of it where the Washington police may have primary responsibility, that kind ofa

15 thing.

16 And so we had extra FPS, CBP, and ICE personnel on duty, and we had further

17 fallback plans to call more upout of Maryland and Virginia andfurther fallback plans to

18 flyothersin. And that's pretty standard for us. That s not particularly unusual. And

19 Ishould also - whenever we talk about DHS in Washington, you sort of separate out

20 Secret Service

2 a Okay.

2 A which they like being separated out. But,|mean, they have very specific

23 responsibilities

2% Q Right

2 A the White House and protection. And, you know, so they don't protect
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1 facilities, other than the White House complex.

2 Q We're going to kind oftalk through some of these interagency calls in the

3 leadup to January 6th, but just generally speaking, were you aware ofa potential

4 likelihood of violence that couldoccur on January 6th?

5 A Apotential. There was nothing overt that said this is likely to be violent,

6 but the potential existed.

7 Q And whenyou say there was nothing overt, who -- what are you relying on

8 all those agencies you mentioned -

9 A Yes

10 Q  ~tomake that statement?

u A Yes.

2 Qa so-

1B A And what they shareduswith.

1 Q Fair enough. So based upon what you knew from 1&A, the Bureau, and

15 part of these interagency calls

16 A Yeah

7 Q  thatit would be, it was fai to say,consistentwith the march that was held

18 in November and the march that was held in December?

19 A I'm not compared to make - prepared to make that comparison. | mean,

20 noone was under any illusion that a bunch of happy people were going to be showing up,

21 youknow, so that has the potential for problems. But there wasn't - we didn't go in

22 assumingorwith information pointing to the likelihoodof violence;we just knew it was a

23 possibility.

2 Q When as has been made public, we've interviewed a number of people

25 about this topic about the threat landscape going in, and DOJ officials said everyone knew
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1 there was a potential ikelihood of violence Is that consistent with your thought?
2 A 1 would agree with that statement.

3 @ And wheredityou believe that iclerce was come from?
a A Idon't think that — it's more from the environment and the circumstances

5 and how it compares to other things that had gone on in the last 6 and 8 months,

6 includingin Washington, than from ary particular specific hres,
7 Q So, when you talk about the 6 to 8 months prior, does that include the

8 summer-
s A ves

10 Q going into -- what was your role during the summerofcivil unrest at DHS?

un A worked closely with Chris Tomney to, you know, to try to protect those

12 areas where we were responsible. We now is DHS, which usually meant FPS, though

13 frequently CBP and ICE were involved and occasionally TSA.

wu IE Sov who s Chis Torney?
15 Mr. Cuccinelli. Chris Tomney is the director of ops at the Department of

16 Homeland Security.

v |
18 Q He was the director for the summer aswell asfor January 6th. Is that

Bg
» A ves
21 Q And did he report directly to you, or what'sthe chain up there?

2 A Im notsureof how that fits in theorg chart. Is not in anagencyor
23 anythingelse. Ops is an evolving element of homeland security, and it was a way we

2 tried to coordinate and optimize what al th diferent entities in DHS brought o the
25 table with a mentioned earlier, a rather complicated mission se, 50's much harder to
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1 do. Butin theselaw enforcement laydowns, there was a little bitof apattern, and it just

2 depended -- often the hardest part was coordinating with those outside DHS.

3 Q So, for those summer protests and the DHS response, were you also involved

4 inthat decisionmaking with Chris Tomney?

5 A Yes.

6 Q And that - there was tremendous coordination with Federal partners for

7 thar

8 A There was.

9 Q Was the White House involved in that coordination as well?

10 A Theywere,

1 Q  Doyou know who specifically from the White House?

2 A When we say "involved from the White House," | wouldsay that it's morea

13 making sure it's getting done type of involvement not an operational type of involvement.

14 Andi say that because | think of times, you know, the chief of staff wanted to know, all

15 right, is this being taken care of, is Governor Brown talking to us yet, you know, asking.

16 those kindsof questions, not so much being involved in planning or execution. That

17 didn't happen.

18 Q But there was certainly communication back and forth, particularly because

1 itsour-

2 A I would characterize it as reporting.

2 Q  Tothe White House?

2 A Yeah

zn Q About DHS's activities?

2% A Yes.

2 Q Andis fair to say therewas anorder that went out that DHS was somewhat
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1 of the lead in terms of,let's just say in Portland, in dealing with the civil unrest? You can

2 explainit,

3 A Yeah, don't remembersuchan order. And, | mean, the reality i,as|

4 mentioned, you know, despite the name, when you've got - we're responsible for

5 protecting facilities and personnel in some instances,but the decisions on investigation

6 and prosecution belong to the Departmentof Justice.

7 Q Understood.

8 A Sothere's only so much lead wecan take. We can take the lead in physical

9 protection, but nothing beyond that really

10 Q  Sothe physical protection of some of the buildings, as you mentioned, was

11 takenby FPS. Isthatright?

2 A Yes.

1B Q forthe summer?

1 A Yes.

5 Q And was there a reliance on I&Aduring the summer terms of -

16 A Some, yeah. Yeah, they were a partner in that.

7 Q Are you familiarwith some of the criticism DHS received as a result of some

18 of the steps that I8A took in terms of OSIR reports?

19 A Well, can you be more specific? |got nothing but criticism, 0, you know.

2 Q The open source intelligence reports on journalists, for example?

21 A Oh,yeah,very familiar.

2 Q And some of the lack of uniformsof the officers. Itwas all in the IG report

23 thatl provided you. Those were familarto you?

2% A Those two are familiar, yes.

2 Q just want to kind of understand what your reliance was on -take on
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1 DHS some of the decisions that were made during the summer, if the intelligence:

2 landscape was based upon I&A, and was thatsimilar to how you went into January 6th?

3 A The two aren't really comparative because, take Portland, which was sort of

4 thelongest term engagement, there were a couple small number of 18A officials out

5 there. So, yes, there was public-source information gathering, but they were also

6 talking to our officers coming off the street and adding the two pieces, blocks of

7 information together to try to learn more and to develop better analysis that we could

8 useright there on the spot and learn from, of course. Sot went you know, this is an

9 example of nonpublic information they can access. They can talk to our officers, and

10 they diddo that.

un Q Whenyou say "they," whoare you speakingof?

2 A 8A

1B a Gotit.

1 A participants, personnel, so

15 Q  Intermsofthe basis for what was in the IG report? Is that what you're

16 referringto?

7 A No, I'm not referring to the IG report at all. I'm just saying that, when you

18 refertothe summer and 1&A, there were I&A personnel out in Portland. That is

19 not other than that we all live in, you know, in or near D.C., its not normal in dealing

20 with we didn't ~ that didn't happen in Seattle. It didn't happen in Philadelphia. It

21 didn't happen in New York. You know, it didn't happen anywhere else.

2 Q Right. And that was part ofthe criticism of what some of the steps 1&A

3 took?

2 A don't know what "it" refers to there. Everything was criticized, 50

ES Q Doyouagreewithanyof thecriticism?
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1 A You're justbeing too unspecificforme to be willing to agree.

2 Q Well, how about the OSIR reports on journalists?

3 A That was definitely over the line

a Q Okay. Did that, in your mind, impact I&A in any manner in tscollection

5 of or monitoringof threatsfor January 6th?

6 A Notin any inappropriate manner. | mean, you know, they still were looking

7 outat public sources. You know, there was there's a chastening feeling to the whole

8 division when something like that happens that, in my view, isclearlyover the line. It's

9 notacceptable behavior.

10 And had we known about it, had the Secretary known about it, he'sbeen very

11 emphatic, we wouldve cut it off ourselves before it happened. But, | mean, we only

12 havea very limited number of tools from an intel-gathering standpoint. ~ And, frankly,

13 other agencies, like FBI, have been doing stuff ike thata lot longer and with a lot more

14 toolsat theirdisposal, so

15 Q "Doingstuff like" that meaning what?

16 A Like putting intelligence estimates together for, you know,public events that

17 could be that could cross the line from protest and First Amendment expression to

18 criminal behavior.

19 Q So, putting aside the Bureau's role here, would it surprise you to know that,

20 as part of the, you know, our discussions with folks who were at DHS I&A, that they said

21 therewas a chilling effect as a result

2 A No, it wouldn't surprise me.

23 Q And can you explain that, based upon your knowledge of how I&A works,

24 what that impact would be and how it would play out --

ES A I would be speculating. ~The chilling effect doesn't surprise me, but,|mean,
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1 youandJoe Maher, whoif what you want is the truth, he was right there in the middle of

2 itandheanalyzeditall. And, from an operational standpoint, you know, he just had a
3 much more granular view than | have.

a Q  Oneofthe ~and think this is in the exhibits, it's exhibit 15, was a report

5 within DHS I&A that said that the protests were largely peaceful. Do you see that there,
6 exhibits?

7 A Yeah, Iseeit
5 Q  Isthat consistent with what you were seeing in the - in real time as part of

9 yourresponse during Portland?

0 A Yeah. Iremember I don't remember this specifc report, but | emember
11 that-and I'm going to sort of speak generically. | remember generically that, you

12 know, 1in 20 or 1in 10 of the protests in this time had violence or criminal activity

13 associated with it, obviously, a minority, distinct minority, but still a concerning level.
1 You know, you'd ike expression to just be expression instead of violence, right. |

15 would like tothink we all would, but we saw very clearly in 2020 that's not the case.
16 And--but | am familiar with that conclusion, and it’s very consistent with my own

17 experience in my time at DHS. So you know, i's not one | took issue with.

1 Mr. Luce. Can just one question to clarify. Exhibit 15, are you referring to

19 the Major Chiefs Association report? | just want to make sure we're both looking at the
20 same piece of paper.

2 I ct There's the Major Chiefs report that that | think is

2 referenced in exhibit 19.

5 Mr. Luce, Okay.

a EE5isis he8A secretary's ncligence Highlights. Do vou
25 have that, John?
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1 Mr. Luce. Yes, Ido. just wanted to make sure we're looking at the same piece

2 of paper. Thankyou.

s I
4 Q Are you familiar with any changes that occurred after the summer protest in

5 terms of 1&A and how it would approach the election cycle going forward?

6 A Well, certainly part of why JoeMaher was moved over there was to not just

7 figure out, you know, how did this line get crossed, but also what's the best way to go

8 forward. And, you know, this is one of those things that probably would have been a

9 second-term management project would be to really turn and focus on improving I&A.

10 But, given where we were at election and end of term, that wasn't something we could

11 sustain. And there was still the information gathering about particularly that journalist

12 failure, and it was three. You know, when | say journalist, I'm lumping them all together.

13 But, you know, it's an inherently difficult position to be in as an alleged

14 intelligence agency to have to rely on the newspaper, you know, and talk to your you
15 can talk to officers, like | described in Portland. We can get what we can get from our

16 sister agencies that haveother authorities that we don't have.

7 But we really are in the position and we're - in preparingforJanuary 6th, of

18 looking at the kinds of public chatter, articles, et cetera, trying to analogize this to other

19 circumstances. We didn't try to say January 6th will be like November. It's just

20 learning from the prior experiences. It's probably a lot more art than science.

21 Q And just to kind of unpack that publicchatterthat was out there, was I&A

22 aware of some of these chat rooms of the Donald. Win and some of the open sources and

23 social media posts about the potential for violence? Did it reach your level?

2 A Theydidn't bring to me anything beyond the elements of this have elements

25 that have in other circumstances included violence.
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1 Q Whenyou say "elements," what do you mean?

2 A Ijust mean indicators, public chatter. | can't speak to the specific cites

3 you're referencing.

4 Q And how was that brought to your attention?

5 A Well, when we would do prep work, for instance, with Chris Tomney, it

6 would be incorporated in some of the initial discussions and then there's justa rolling

7 effort to watch the public chatter. It will not surprise you to know that it risesas you get

8 closer justin volume.

° Q So,if you could explain to me, understanding DHS 18A did not issue one

10 single OSIR report about January 6th, if Chris Tomney is briefing you about this potential

11 likelihood of violence, what is his source of information on that if it's since it's not

12 coming from

13 A Again, the way you're phrasing it s just overstating it.

1 Q Please explain.

15 A Chrisisan operator. He's not an analyst. So Chris’ role s to connect all

16 the pieces, and the pieces here are everyone with an interest, not just DHS. He works

17 with the DHS components but also with all our other law enforcement liaisons,

18 Department of Interior, the Washington Metro Police, the U.S. Capitol Police, the lst goes

19 onandonandonandon. And hes just our sortof cat herder for our Department

2 The analysis of expectations is not something that he - that's - that does come up

21 outof IBA. It's supposed to have input from the FPSes CBPs, ICEs of the world, who.

22 have participated in thisstuff in the past. don't know that it was consistently

23 processed in the sameway. And I'mnot just referring to January 6th here; I'm referring

2 toiterations when we would prepare for any sorts of events.
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2
2 [5:16 p.m.)

> —
4 Q But my question is, if the I&A did not issue any OSR reports, any threat

5 assessments about January 6th, which they did not, who was providing DHS the

A
7 within I&A.

8 A Well, measured by OSR reports -- | mean, | talked to I&A 3 days a weeks in

9 my briefings.

10 Q Okay.

u A Saldana Whe RAG SATS, WERE
12 days a week, if | remember correctly. And, in those morning briefings, they would

13 update me on what they're seeing on those things.

u So, jst 0 om clear because, you kw, we've ting igure out what
15 was known within each Federal agency.

© A Unhen
u So by my mete if there's no SR report, thn there's no threat information
18 from I&A being reported up. So, if there was information being reported to you from

19 within I&A, how was that conveyed to you?

20 A And it would have been -- and this is not my specific recollection; this is our

2a pattern of operating. It would have been in those morning meetings when | was

2 briefed.

23 You know, | get the PDB -- actually, it started with I&A.  1&A would do a, you

24 know, force laydownif we had some law enforcement activity going on, or, when we're

25 approsing something ie lary Gh, they woud expan tom, sis what wee
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1 seeing, then presumably how it compares to past occurrences, and we'll update you if we

2 seechangesin that path.

3 Q And understand you just described is how ittypically happened,but my

4 specific question i, did you have a briefing with 18 about any threats about January 6th,

5 toyour specific recollection?

6 A Not that! recall specifically, no.

7 a okay.

8 A Itwas - their information was delivered as part of myregular briefings.

9 a Gotit.

10 You mentioned a little bit about a second-term, kind of, priority that could have

11 happened. In September of 2020, did you and this has been reported in the press,

12 that there was an order to 184 to downplay the threat posed by White supremacy groups

13 and moreso focus on left-wing groups such as the antifa movement.

1 A Yeah, that is not an accurate characterization,

15 Q Was there any such reprioritizationof 18A directed byyou or Mr. Wolf?

16 A No.

7 Q Was there any discussions with the White House about prioritizing DHS 18A's

18 mission?

19 A No.

2 Q And that'sobviouslyfrom a whistleblower complaint, and | know that there

21 has been press on thataswell. Is there anythingyou want to clear up aboutsome of

22 the otherallegations as partof that complaint?

23 A Well, the ones involving me are not true or accurate. So that's | hope

24 thatclearsitup.

ES Q Okay. Fairenough
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1 One more thing that I'd ask you is, was there a policy that you approved that

2 allowed intelligence products to be disseminated without the sign-off from Civil Rights

3 and Ciil Liberties?

a A Idon't remembereverdoingthat.

s Q Does thatmean you didn't do itoryou don't rememberdoing it?

s A Thatsoundslikeahorrible spinof~and I'm not

7 Q No. Please explain.

8 A The way its worded, of a March -- March - basically giving the Under

9 Secretary for 184 the ability to decide some of those disputes — that's yeah, that's a

10 different subject

n Q No,thisismoresothat there wasan ability -- thiswas duringthe Portiand

12 events ~ that CRCL was supposed to evaluate those OSRs but they were taken out of that

13 process, which gave more ofa latitude to write those ORs.

14 A Idon't remember that.

15 Q Does that mean that you did not approve a policy that would allow

16 A Noldont-

Q "No" you don't remember or "no you didn't?

15 A What you're describingis quite surprising, so would say,no, |didn't. But

19 it's not based on memory. You're asking me, do you remember not doing this?

2 11do not thinkthatwas done —

2 a okay.

2 A andthewayas a human being| have to say iti, | don't remember ever

23 doingthat. So but | don't think anything like that was done.

2 a okay.

2 Mr. Luce. One administrative thing. | just got a note from Jackson. He was.
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1 having trouble on the audio so he tiedto dal in.
2 [ee
5 Mr. Luce. Yeah, think
. I ooo, eckson?
5 Mr.Eaton. Yes. Thank you.

s [Ee

, —
s Q wantto moveontoexhibit 17. There's couple exhibitsaboutthe
5 interagencycallonJanuary 3d.

10 Were you on these calls, or was Chris Tomney on these calls?

u A would think Chris was on all of them. 1 was on coupleof them, at most,
12 Q There's one -- this is exhibit 17 -- about the Acting SecDef -- that would be

13 Chris Miller -- was interested in baselining the understanding of the interagencies.

1 Canyou just give us your memory about any involvement, recollection you had

15 about calls set up with DOD, if you were on them?

1 A Theones | rememberwereafter January 6th.
v a oy
18 A Inthe 2 weeks betweenthat and the inauguration.

1 Qowho from DHS would have been on the interagencycals?
20 A Oh, it depended dramaticallyon the call. | mean, the Secretary was on

2 someof those.
» You know, there wasn't much operational for them. The inauguration, realize,
23 when we get past January 6th, that's an NSSE. That planning had been going on 8

24 months. But you had a new Secretary over there, and the Guard was supposed to be

2% involved in the inauguration. Setting January 6th aside
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1 Q sue

2 Ayouknow, thatwasall partofthe plan.

3 a Right

a A Soitwasn't terribly surprising in those 2weeks to be having some

5 conversations about that.

6 Q Well if you could take a look at exhibit 20, this is one that you're on. It

7 says, from Chris Tomney, updated talking points for today's call with the Acting SecDef.

8 Anditlooks like it goes through what the DHS components are, in terms of their

9 A Yeah

10 Q providing their preparation. So want to talka tle bit about this, to the.

11 extent youre awareofit.

2 Itlooks like - "18 judges" ~it's discussing Georgia.

13 18A did not issue any

14 A Where are you looking?

15 Q The second page there. It's kind of just going through all the DHS

16 components.

7 18A did not issue any January-6th-specific threat assessment, correct?

15 A lfyousayso. Thatis just too specific for me to remember. They puta ot

19 of paper out, so asking me abouta particular subject area is pretty tough with 184.

2 Q The last one 184put out was December 30th. | haveacopy hereif you

2 wantit-

2 A Okay.

3 Q but there's no mention of January 6th.

2 A Yeah, I'm notarguing with you. I'm just

ES Q Yeah No.
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1 A saying it's way too detailed to actually rememberforanormal human

2 being.

3 Q So "FPS," it says here, "has completed coordination with CBP and ICE for

4 coverto the Ronald Reagan Building."

5 Sothisdateis -

6 A I'msorry. Where are you looking?

7 Q  Thisis the second pageofexhibit 20.

8 A Ise "FPS," but don't see

9 Q  Itsintheblue. "FPS has completed coordination with CBP and ICE."

10 So--

un A I'msorry. We must be lookingat different documents.

2 Q  Dowe have a different exhibit? Sorry.

13 A There's nothing | have that says what you ust said.

1 Oh, Isee. It's the second sentence. Okay.

5 a sory.

16 So, when we go - | just want to understand, when you said earlier that FPS, you

17 had extra people assigned, do you~ and, again, if you don't have a sense of the numbers,

18 that'sfine. But,as part of the preparations, is that your recollection, that additional FPS

19 officers or agents

2 A Yes.

2 Q  -I'msorry, | don't knowthe term -- were assignedfor January6th?

2 A So, for the Federal Protective Service, most buildings — they protect 9,000

23 properties, giveortake.

2% Q Uh-huh.

2 A Overwhelmingly that's done with contract employees, who actually do a very



1 good job. But, for situations like crowd control, it's the FPS officers themselves.

2 So the vast majority of people doing security for FPS are contract employees, if

a Washington, like we're talking about, January 6th, it would be their own officers. ~ So the.

5 right term is "Federal Protective Service officers."

7 6th, not during but prior to?

9 | Is that something, John, we can look into, in terms of the actual

10 numbers,orhave those been provided?

. —
13 Q Ihave the numbers from Portland. It looks like 755 officers.

15 Q Right. From June until August.

18 Is there any — it doesn't look like, and correct me if I'm wrong, any component of

20 A Well, no, both CBP and ICE had personnel, as did TSA.

21 Q On standby, correct?

23 sitting on top of this. Now, they are located in the Ronald Reagan Building, so there's
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1 A There's a reason they're there. It's their building. It also happened to be

2 one the biggest buildings and most ikely to be entered - and | don't say that with any

3 negativity - by people going from the Ellipse to the Capitol, you know, evenifthey just

4 wanted to goto the bathroom or go inside orwhatever.

5 S0they could deal with their own building, and they could move to other places

6 Q Was there any sense there was extra personnel in any other component

7 other than FPS going into January 6th?

8 A Yes. CBPICE,andTSA

9 Q Are you saying there - but additional security.

10 A Yeah

un Q Not just theregular security.

2 A Correct.

1B Q Okay. Soif we could get those numbers, that would be helpful.

14 A And Secret Service, of course.

15 Q Yeah. And the Secret Service posture going into it states that an enhanced

16 civil disturbance unit is postured at the White House.

7 A Yes

15 Mr. Luce. Yeah, we can work with you on some of the numbers. | just wanted

19 to highlight that that's generally pretty law-enforcement-sensitive when you look at

20 specific numbers of officers. So we can figure out how to kind of bring you up to speed

21 on those issues while making sure that we keep private the

2 Mr. Luce. ~~ numbers of people.

2% I+:vould be great.

s —
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1 Q just want to turn quickly to exhibits 21, 22, and 23. It looks like on January

2 Sthyou're getting updates from Kenosha.

3 A Yeah

a Q And there isa back-and-forth with you and Mr. Tomney about the potential

5 for violence there, including, | think, a social media posting inexhibit 23 about "Protest

6 the Milita" with #BlackLivesMaterand #lueLivesMurder --

7 A Right.

8 Qa protest on January Sth at Kenosha County Courthouse.

9 Were you receiving any specific details such as this particular exhibit, 23, about

10 January 6th?

n A Well, I mean, the document with the force laydown, which also would've

12 been briefed on beforehand as we geared up for it. And | vaguely recall sort ofa D.C.

13 mapin one of my morning briefings, you know, looking at some of the buildings that we

14 have in between the Elipse and the Capitol that we had to pay attention to and

15 Q Right. Buti~

16 A be cautious of.

Q just I'm highlighting thisparticular exhibit that states "Protests the

18 Militia”onaJanuary Sth Kenosha

19 A Yeah

2 Q event, aswellasthere were theadditionalexhibit, |believe

2 A Well keepin mind

2 Q If could just finishmy question.

2 A sure. Goahead.

2 Q Exhibit 12,13, and 141 think also highlight some of the updates you were

25 receiving about the civil unrest outside of the D.C. area. You're receiving updates about
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1 what's stil happening in Portland, exhibit 12. Exhibit 13 has some talking points for your

2 press appearance concerning violent anarchists and angry mobs in Louisville, believe.

3 And exhibit 14, again, has to do with a December 30th briefing about Portiand, Oregon.

a 1 see no specific briefings about violence on January 6th. So I'm curious if you

5 could explain how you're getting updates about other ralies and not about the 6th itself,

6 particularly -

7 A Iwas getting updated about the 6th.

8 Q But we're not seeing - but | haven't seen anyofthat in the briefing packets

9 that you've asked for

10 A This wasa you know, Tomney was, as said, our point person ~ | mean,

11 are you suggesting we just kind of al showed up at work on January 6th? | mean, that's

12 ludicrous.

3 Q I'm not - I'm trying to understand the threat landscape and what | have as

16 faras-

15 A The threat landscape, to put it in narrative terms, was: We were going to

16 havea protest with angry people, perhaps on the order ofa couple of tens of thousands.

17 And thats not from somebody who said, "Im bringing 25,000." That was our guess,

18 that wasacollective guess, of al the, sort of, government folks who were talking to each

19 other,just generically. And what I'm describing issort of the high-end expectation.

2 Andit had elements ~ ike, some of these others you've used, the examples, like

21 Kenosha, you know, the potential for an indictment or non-indictment,if | had to point to

22 one circumstance that had the highest probability for violence, those would be it. And —

3 Q Why do yousay that?

2 A History. Louisville. That's what was going on in Louisville. That's what

25 wasgoing on Kenosha. | mean, those were
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1 Q When you say "that's what was going on," what do you mean?

2 A Well, read the emails. | mean, the Kenosha email says, you know, the

3 Jacob Blake indictment decision is going to be made today.

4 Q Understood. Socanyou--

5 A Yeah

6 Q justdrawit out formein

7 A Yeah

8 Q terms of why

° A so-

10 Q  -thatmeans

un A Solet's goback to our discussionearlier about I'l just use a number; |

12 don'tknowif it's accurate - 1in 20 protests nationally has violence associated with it

13 Okay. Well ifI had to guess, Id say the protests related to anticipating an indictment in

14 a police shooting are a whole lot higher than in 20 for violence, so we pay more

15 attention them. Not because we have specific information that there's going to be

16 violence in Kenosha, but because those types of circumstances tend to more frequently

17 resultinviolence.

18 Q So, along that line, was the type of circumstance that January 6th presented,

19 meaning that this was essentially the last time - effort that President Trump's supporters

20 could kind of stop the election certification from happening, did that present equally

21 disturbing circumstances in terms of potential for violence?

2 A Thanan indictment day somewhere? ~ No, not statistically.

23 But, as| said, we planned for the possibilityofviolence. Your sort of quote of

24 DOJ earlier| agreed with, is that we all understood that thiswas a protest day but that it

25 could have violence associated with it, and we needed to be readyfor that.
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1 Q But the likelihood of violence at the announcementofan indictment, based

2 uponthe experience you've had - you're basing it on your experience - had more ofa

3 A Myown. Yes, this is Ken's conclusion now, not a Department of Homeland

4 security conclusion.

5 Q had more ofa likelihood of violence than these circumstancesof January

6 6th

7 A Exante, yes, on the front end.

s Q Did you receive any similar open-source or social media postings about

9 January 6th as we see onexhibit 237

10 A If didnt receive them, | had them described. But it was described in the

11 terms of, what's the level of chatter, whats the nature of it? And there wasn't any

12 specific, you know, threat that was brought toour attention of specific acts of violence.

3 And in most of the other cities here there wasn't one either. We just had to be

14 preparedforit. | mean, that's just proper planning. Hope for the best; plan for the

5 worst.

16 Q And, inyour perspective, going into January 6th, DHS was properly postured

17 to deal with any potential likelihood of violence?

1s A We were properly postured to deal with the setofcircumstances that we

19 could perceive. And say that with the notion that we prepared for, in terms of having

20 personnel available and so forth, for the worse end of that scale.

21 I orc! move onto January 6th, does anybody have any

22 questionsonthat?

» Okay.

co —
2 Q So January 6th, on the day of, | understand SecretaryWolfwas outof the
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1 country. Isthatright?

2 A Yes

3 Q And where was he?

a A In the Middle East somewhere.

s Q Okay. Doyou know when that trip became finalized, if that was --

6 Aldon

7 Q Was that something that you al had been planning for, in the sense of you

8 would be essentially

9 A Youall would suggest | was involved. | was not.

10 Q Involved in what?

un A Iwas not involvedinthe planningorexecutionofthat trp.

2 a oh-

13 A Iwastold about it at some point.

1 Q Imsorryifyou thoughtmy question

15 A Now

16 Q suggested such

7 A No. Itmight bea reasonable thing to assume. Butl was unawareof the

18 trip until some point after it was ~ late on. | don't remember exactly when.

1 Q Was there any discussion between you and Secretary Wolf prior to his

20 departure about what would occur if there was an eruption of violence on the 6th?

2 A No, there was not.

2 Q Was he awareof the similar kind of threat landscape going into, before he

23 departed?

2 A Well, he certainly had access to all the same information that | did and was

25 talking to Chris Tomney. And at various points I'm sure we discussed, you know, the



2 It wasn't just January 6th. If you notice, one of the exhibits noted --| think it was

5 preparing for.

9 Q that fair?

12 that day?

w I
15 If you could just walk us through your day, then. | have a number of emails,

16 obviously, but in terms of where you were located, what time you got to work, or --

18 the afternoon. And, as | usually do, despite that engineering degree | mentioned earlier,

19 I need to be walked by the nose or ledby the nose every time| sign in, though we had

20 been using it and | had used it repeatedly from the previous summer.

n Sol believe | was briefed that morning. |

23 Q JohnLuce just looked nervous there.

» I
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1 A Solwas briefed that morning, just, you know,my daily brief, obviously with

2 some discussion of the day's events, also with some discussionof what had happened

3 Mondayand Tuesday. But | don't remember, really, what | did ate morning and early
a afternoon.

5 Q Whatwasyour plan? Did you have a plan to monitor the events, or was it

6 just
7 A Yes
s Q business as usual? Who was your
9 A No, it was not business as usual.

10 Well, | mean, I'm -- candidly, Chris Tomney, in my view, had done a great jobup to

11 thatpoint, and he did a good job that day. So would periodically check in with him.
12 And, when things became problematic, | then looked to get in the Situation Room myself.

13 And,just to understand a little bit of my own philosophy, | understand that

14 something liea Situation Room might work better without me ini, because people are
15 too sensitized to high officials being present

16 Q Uh-huh.

w A and they might be more restrained in their communication, which s the
18 opposite of what | want to achieve. Which is a little frustrating for me, because | both

19 want to be engaged at that level but | don't want to slow down or, you know, limit the

20 communication.
21 So, you know, | would frequently call or email Tomney before getting in the

22 Situation Room, and
23 Q Right.

% A But! was remote for that day.
2s Q So, to that point, think at 2:26 you emailed Chris Tomney to get into the
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1 Situation Room.

2 A Thatsounds about right

3 Q So exhibit 26 looks like a 6:28 a.m. email kindofwith the email from Chris

4 Tomney giving the summaryof the civil unrest in D.C. and Portland and Kenosha. ~ And

5 this email i forwarded to David Burns and David Bowdich at the Bureau.

6 A Uhhh

7 Q  Doyou know anything about that arrangement, as to why DHS was pushing

8 out this particular report?

9 A Because, as part of our preparation for that week, we had substantially

10 expanded the regularity of our communication with DOJ, because, you know, we have a

11 lotof law enforcement officers and they have a lot of law enforcement officers. ~ So, you

12 know, when the Federal Government is going to step in and help in one placeor another,

13 whetherit's Portland or Washington, the two of us, in just raw numbers, are biggest

14 And, as! said earlier, all we can do is protect. They have the

15 investigatory — overwhelming portion of the investigatory, and they have all the

16 prosecutorial authority.

7 So this was definitely elevated compared to what we might have done in Seattle

18 orin, you know, another city, not Washington. And I'm setting Portland aside because it

19 wasits own sort of category. But that's what you see going on here.

2 Q So, just to kind of go back to these interagency calls, do you remember any

21 discussion as to who was going to be kindof the lead agency in charge on January 6th or

22 if it was reported back to you if any such discussion happened?

23 A There wasn'ta lead agency, nor necessarily one designated. We spent our

24 time andeffort trying to manage and coordinate each of us working within our own

25 jurisdiction.
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1 So, you know, FPS has a pretty defined jurisdiction. It's very different than F8l,

2 youknow? And sowe didn't you know, FPS, in fantasy world, would neverbethe lead

3 agency, even though they're protecting the most buildings. Firstofall, DOJ would never

4 acceptit.

5 Q Why doyousay that?

6 A Well

7 Q Oh, DOJ would not accept FPS to be the lead.

8 A Right

9 Q Oh, that goes without saying. Okay. |gotit.

10 A Yes. But, you know, this communication is just an indication of the

11 elevated levelof inter-contact.

2 And seem to recall several meetings over at DOJ, maybe two, with both

13 Daves -- Bowdich, Burns - and a number of others, but I'm just trying to place them on

14 thecalendar. |don'tknow where they were on the

5 Q In preparation for the 6th, or

16 A Yes. Yes.

7 Q Sol just want to draw a distinction, thatyou mentioned the NSSE,where the

18 Secret Service is the lead —

19 A Yes.

2 Q and here on January 6th there was no -- according to DHS, there was no

21 lead agency and not one designated.

2 A Right. So, on the Ellipse, outside the White House, while they probably.

23 wouldn't say it, Secret Service would probably be on the lead, even though theyre on

2 Interior property, but they're adjacent to the White House. As a practical matter, it

25 would sortofplay out that way. That doesn't mean that Director Murray would be
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1 giving orders to DOI agents and officers. That isn't how it would work. ~ They would

2 talkat that level, the orders would go down, and they would coordinate.

3 And then you go from there, sort of, down the street, if you will, and, at the

4 Ronald Reagan Building, CBP is the lead agency. And we can go on down the line. And

5 that's how it would change. If there's violence in the streets, Washington Metro Police

6 isthe lead, though FBI might step in ontheir own determination. | don't know what it

7 would take.

8 Soiit's more just trying to put the patchwork together to make sure everything we

9 think might be threatened is covered than it is creating a structure for the day to follow

10 orders from one point.

un Q  Butis that how it occurs for when there's an NSSE designation?

2 A NSSE - the answer is no, because in an NSSE you doliterallydo have a lead

13 Federal agency designated, Secret Service. And that doesn't mean everybody simply.

14 does what Secret Service tells them to per se. But, as it relates to that event, Secret

15 Serviceisin charge.

16 Q Isn't there value in that, to have somebody

7 A Yes. I'mnotecriticizing

18 a Right,

19 A I'm not criticizing either one of those. But NSSEs are known way in

20 advance. |mean, the inaugurationwas going to be January 20th, so the planning began

21 inMay.

2 Q Uh-huh.

23 A And, frankly, it wasdone by the time we get to January. You know, we

2 make adjustments at the end, and there was a lot of freaking out because of January6th

25 But the NSSE was always -- the inauguration was at all times before and after January 6th
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1 more than adequately addressed.

2 Q As part of what we're trying to address, though, it’s more the complexity, as

3 youjust described,ofthe different AOR, the different

a A Yes

s Q law enforcement agencies

6 A Yes.

7 Q  ~ led to somewhat ofa confusion, for example, forthe D.C. National Guard

8 in termsofwhotheywere responding to.

9 50D0D and let me just say this. DOD's, you know, public statements have said

10 that DO) was the lead Federal agency in charge for January 6th. ~ That does not seem to

1 be consistent with what your belief is, correct?

2 A No

3 Q Do you remember any discussion on any interagency calls you were on or

14 were told about where DOD asked DOJ to take on the lead?

15 A DOD's participation and it’s hard for me to parse out before and after

16 January 6th - demonstrated an extraordinary lack of understanding of civilian law

17 enforcement. Now, that's not what they do, but ~ and particularly after January 6th

18 and particularly the Secretary of the Army, who seemed to be in charge of freaking

19 out thatwas his job, and he did t very thoroughly - had no ever-loving idea what he

20 was doing.

2 Q And you say that about Ryan McCarthy because of what you observed?

2 A Yes

3 Q What did you observe?

2 A Well first of al, he literally would go running off, saying his own thing, as if

25 he's got his own plan, in a plan that had been set for8 months. Now I'm talking about
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1 theinauguration.

2 Q ise

3 A He was completely off the reservation. ~ And partofthe reason, to put itin

4 simple terms, was — | would be shocked if he had anyengagement with the NSSE

5 planningupto January Sth. And then January 6th happens, and he decides- and it isn't

6 just him; | mean, the Speaker of the House was in this category, and so were a lot of other

7 people that t's freak-out time.

8 And I say that derisively because at no point, including looking in the rear-view

9 mirror at January 6th and what happened, was there any possibilty that we - and by

10 "we,"I mean the whole Federal Government and the Washington Metro Police and

11 everybody involved in that NSSE -- was underprepared for it. We were thoroughly

12 prepared for it before and after January 6th. The only difference before and after was, a

13 lotof people who paid no attention to that suddenly thought the sky was falling - or

14 decided the sky was falling.

15 Q  soljustwantto-

16 A DOD has no idea - at least the people who were involved in this have very

17 little idea how to engage in civilian law enforcement. And their culture is, quite:

18 correctly, that they want to stay away from it, because they're the military, right?

19 And the implication of your question is that there, frankly, is much of an

20 appropriate role for the National Guard in this circumstance of January 6th, and there

21 isn't, and there wasn't. To use the National Guard units, you've really got to be planning

22 ahead. Itsnota91lforce. | mean, for the Capitol Police, that's the Washington

23 Metro Police and not the National Guard.

2 Q think

ES A And DOD just messes things upwhen theytry to do this work.
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1 Q And think - putting aside the Ryan McCarthy freak-out comment, | think

2 thats the basis of why DOD, at least, states they did ask fora law enforcement agency to

3 take

4 A Yeah, that doesn't surprise me.

5 Q Because they know --

6 A Yeah, I'mnotdoubtingit. |just didn't hear it.

7 a okay.

8 A And, you know, someof themoverthere, mostof them, understood- you

9 know, try to understandyourown weaknesses? They knew this was not an area of

10 strength. But, more importantly in some respect to some of them, it was an area they

11 didn'twant to be in, because it looks terrible for the Departmentof Defense to be doing

12 civilian law enforcement

1B Q And just so I'm clear about the Secretary McCarthy characterization, was

14 that - did you observe Secretary McCarthy at all on January 6th?

15 A No,notonthe 6th.

16 a Okay.

7 A My comments about him were post-January 6th,

18 Q  Gotit. Okay.

19 So let me just move on thentoexhibit 29. | want to be cognizantoftime here.

2 A Thankyou.

2 Q Exhibit 28, actually, and 29 kind of go together.

2 Twenty-nine is the immediate request from U.S. Capitol Police. And I'm not sure

23 whosent this, but did it -- when did you become aware of the request from Capitol Police:

2 forassistance from DHS?

2 A SoDirector Murray called me sometime after 2 o'clock and informed me that
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1 Capitol Police had asked the Secret Servicefor support and that he was sending it and he

2 was calling me to notify me. Which is all he had to do. He didn't need my permission.

3 And he was already responding to that by mustering offices to fulfil that request, which |
a validated to him.

5 And that conversation led me to contact Tomney and to -- | don't know how

6 quickly) decided 1, but it was only afew minutes ~ to make sure all of our low
7 enforcement agencies didn't impose on themselves the step of having to come get my

8 permission
9 Q Right.

10 A Solwent out and affirmatively said, "If youget the request, you can respond

IL affirmatively and send the resources you ave avallable without sking your own
12 mission."

13 Q Great. Sol think we see that in exhibit 30, which is you stating, "You have

1 blanket authorization to move appropriate DHS lawenforcement tosupport the Capitol
15 Police." Is that what you're referencing?

16 This is an email from you toChris Tomney at 2:44 p.m., kind of the -

v A Yeah. Myexhibit 30 doesn't have a 2:84 well, maybe it does
18 Q  It'sat the bottom.

19 A — because his is - it says "1:35" at the bottom.

20 Q  Itsays, "Let me know when/where you need me, but you have a blanket

2a authorization to move appropriate DHS law enforcement to support the Capitol Police

22 without checking with me or ASL. Please keep us up to date.” And then
23 A I'msorry. think myexhibit 30 is different than yours.

24 Mr. Luce. They're not on the same page.

= I ee. lot me grab oh,which one?
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cE io. ve

a Mr. Cuccinelli. Exhibit 29?

5 Mr. Luce. Yeah, it's your 29.

© I

12 And then it says -- Chris Tomney responds, "Roger."

13 Then you said, "| assume the Secretary had no problemusing any and all available

15 him|think."

18 What's the RRB?

20 Q Okay.

a ronhake oot

23 says, "CBP is mustering 47 law enforcement officers," they weren't at the Capitol prior to

25 A CBP officers never went to the Capitol.
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1 Q Oh, so they didn't even go, the 472 Why s that?

2 A They weren't requested by the Capitol Police.

3 We prepared to move them.

4 Q see

5 A We alsolocked down the Ronald Reagan Building - but that wasn't until 4

6 olclockor so 00, so that we wouldn't have to protect it, frankly — it's a big

7 building and then, thus, free up more officers.

8 Q  50CBP never went.

° A Correct.

10 Q  Solmijusttrying

un A The only -- okay, so let me clarify that. The only two DHS agencies who.

12 brought officers to Capitol Hill were the Secret Service Uniformed Division - well, they.

13 may have brought protective people, but even | don't knowthat. And | didn't need to

14 knowthat. But they did bring - because that was purely for the protective mission.

15 They did send a substantial number, as | understand it, of uniformed officers. And I'm

16 dividing the Secret Service there; you've got uniformed and protective.

7 Q Uh-huh.

1 A But they had extra uniformed folks that they mustered. We'll leave from

19 whereout. And that was what Director Murray was telling me hewasdoing.

2 a Gotit.

21 A FPSalso sent officers to the Capitol

2 Q  Sohere'smy question. If you look at exhibit 31-- and | appreciate that.

23 Soyou're saying, of the DHS components, Secret Service, FPS --

2% A AndFPs

2 Q gotsent tothe Capitol.
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1 A Yes

2 Q NotCBP, not ICE.

3 A Correct

a Q so exhibit 31, 21406 -

5 A 420.

s Q Doyouhave this one? 4:06 p.m. at the end,a the bottom.

7 A 420067 Are yousure?

8 Q Oh, yeah, but i's the bottom ane. Yeah, | think we're on the same page.

9 Theverylast, the end —

10 A Yeah, have that.

un Q yeah it says, "FPShas 16officersonthe Hill"

2 A Yes

3 Q And that'sat 4:06 p.m.

14 So 16 officers. Was that the additional FPS officers? The total amount of

15 officers? Are you aware?

16 A Ithinkit' the total.

a okay.

15 A Sothey had and offered more, you know, as the day went on, and Capitol

19 Policedidn't want them.

2 Q Didyou think that was unusual?

2 A Iwasnottracking down to the "16officer" level.

2 a okay.

2 A Iwas dealingatthe level ofteling the head of FPS: Whateverthey asked

24 forthat you have you can send.

2 And then | don't want to burden my guys in the middle of operationswith, you
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1 know, coming tome. | track it backwards through Tomney, you know, in ways that

2 hopefully burden the execution of the effort as little as possible.

3 Q Understood. So-

a A Like, by nature, that means | don't have immediate information, because to

5 getme immediate information burdens the execution

6 Q Uhhh,

7 A tothe point it slowsit down.

8 a Right

9 A And|didn't want todo that.

10 Q So, just by my account here, then, we don't know how many uniformed

11 Secret Service arrived, but 16 FPS officers arrived. And we're not certain if there was an

12 additional amountor if Capitol Police had said, "No, we're good, that's enough"? Do

13 youknow?

1 A Yeah, don't knowif therewas additional.

15 a okay.

16 A Imnotaware

7 Q We'll follow up with that then.

18 Now, at this point,| think we're ~ this is a 4 o'clock timeline, but, prior to that, do

19 you remembersendingatweetonJanuary 6th?

2 A Yes

21 Q And the tweet, so the record is clear, at 2:38 p.m.: "For months over the

22 summer we rightly condemned Antifa for storming federal buildings in Portland. If you

23 are entering the Capitol Building against police orders, you must leave. There is a

24 proper venue to resolve grievances. This is not it."

ES Afew questions. First i, did your tweet indicate - or I'm inferring from your
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1 tweet, did you mean that you thought that thefolks entering the Capitol Building on

2 January 6th were antifa?

3 A No.

4 Q Can you explain the tweet? Why mention the antifa —

5 A Yeah, can explainit to you. Breaking the law, under all circumstances,

6 regardless of your political views, is wrong; stop doing it. That's it

7 Q And what prompted you to tweet this?

8 A The hope that anybody would be - you know, any of the participants

9 would that | would be one of others doing this, too, and gradually talk down the

10 situation from many voices.

un Q When sending this tweet, did you feel that a tweetsimilar from the

12 President might be more effective than a tweet from yourself?

13 A Iwas focused on what | was doing and able to do.

1 Q Did you speak to anyone at the White House in this 2:38 timeframe prior to

15 that?

16 AI don't think talked to anybody at the White House that whole day.

7 Q  Youdon't think, or you don't know? Was there any attempt from anyone

18 atthe White House to speak to you?

19 AI remember no contacts or attempts to contact.

2 Q Obviously, you know, you thought it was important for you to send this.

21 "Theres aproper venue to resolve grievances. Thisis not it." Did you believe that the

22 President should've sent something similar to this tweet or say something in termsof an

23 attempt to quell the violence?

2% At that point, it's 2:38. It's right before Ashi Babbitt is shot at the 2:40

25 timeframe.
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1 A That was not in any thinking that recall on tht dy.
2 Q Well, in your words, you sent the tweet to see if it would make a difference

3 toget people to leave the Capitol, Didyou anticipate tat the President would do
4 somethingsmite?
s A No
. a Why?
7 A WhywouldI? It's not my place

. a wei
5 A to anicpate that.

10 Look, you're getting -- you want me to trasha situation in a way that you like for

11 witch hunt purpose, and Fm not going to do tht, You're asking me what feel. Give
12 me abreak. Comeon. Let's just stick to facts, and I'll tell you what | know.

13 Q take it you would saythisisawitch hunt question. My question is,if you

14 took the effort to tweet nan effort to quel he violence, was thre an expectation that
15 anyone at the White House would take the similar effort that you did?

1 A No
v I evoso question?
RJ I se
» —
20 Q Mr. Cuccinelli, earlier, you said that|think your first response in

21 connection with this tweet was that you felt that -- or you were hoping that it would be

22 one of many voices, multiple voices, | think you said.

23 A Yeah.

% Didyou haveconversations with anyother folks who would constitute those
25 multiple voices?



2 Q Who did you have in mind when you were thinking there would be multiple

a A Just general public pushback on these folks in the middleof their actions and

5 activity, you know, that would discourage them from continuing down that course.

: —
10 Q Did you have any contactwith anyMembersofCongressthat day, on

12 A | don't remember talking to anybody from Congress that day.

13 Q Okay.

15 of who from CBPwas there.

16 So perhaps that's the answer, John, that -- and I'll take Mr. Cuccinelli's word

18 the Capitol.

20 Q Okay.

2a A —tothe Capitol. Not-- again, not ICE and not CBP.

23 A Yeah. And that's truenot just of ICE and CBP butalso TSA and even Coast

24 Guard.
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1 about sending the ~ I'm just curious as
2 A The Capitol Police contacts were to agency heads, so Director Murray, head

3 of Secret Service; FPS, similar. And, | mean, this is just my observation. In our
4 Situation Room, I believe our longest-serving liaison was the Capitol Police liaison. He'd
5 been there over 10 years. So he was not a new face or voice or name. The people in

6 OHS knew him; he knew us,
7 You know, so that was part of the purpose of the Situation Room, is so they could

8 sec what we were doing and they could make requests right there through him. He
9 could put it in immediately. And they never did that.

10 Q Even though it seemed that it was offered and --

1 A Oh,yeah,yesh. No, that was partofthe reason to have a liaison.
2 a Gotit
13 A And part of the reason to have Situation Room.

ISo. we could followup onthe name of hat ason, John. 1
15 don't knowif 1 should go through you or througHEE of who the liaison

16 Mr. Luce. Yeah. Follow up throughMandthenwe'll

18 Mr. Cuccinelli. | mean, your own Capitol Police should be able tell you, too.

19 Yeah, "should."

» —
n Q Exhibit 361 an email - now we're at the 5:13 timeframe where you
22 asked inthe Situation Room, you wanted information about the role of MPD in clearing
23 theCapitol and investigating the shooting.

2 A Yeah
25 Q Why?



2 Q 36. Inthe middleof that, it says, "Ken Cuccinelli: No rush, however, if we

a shooting, it would be appreciated. It is odd for MPD toclaimjurisdiction over a crime

5 ‘within the capitol."

7 A The shooting and the crimes that were happening there. But and it'sa

10 Q Uh-huh.

12 happen. And forseriouscrimes, it's my understanding, as a result of this, that MPD

13 handles serious offenses in the Capitol, not the Capitol Police, for purposes of

15 Q Okay.

1 I +ooo revs is, we're wrapping up here. just wan to

18 minutes here.

oo EE oo
» —
2a Q You get an additional email from Chris Tomney about, kind of, the update at

23 Were you on any of the phone calls at the endof the day, at 6:00 p.m. or

w 700m
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1 remember what time twas. It was dark, but it was January, so that doesn't tell me

2 much. Itwas, like,8o'clock ~

3 Q  Unheh

a A think, that timeframe.

s Q Whatled youto do that?

s A Tobe able tory to it's always valuable to be able to see things in person.

7 Imean, itwas that simple. And that's what | was trying to do, to have better context.

8 Obviously well, maybe not so obviously but, from my perspective, it had beena law

9 enforcement failure that day, which | ay at the feet of the Capitol Police. 1 haven't been

10 subtle about that. Andit's - but there had to be alot of lessons there. And it's easier

11 tolearn some of the tactical things by going there and being on the scene.

2 And, in fact, that was very helpful. And | appreciate — | forget the officer, Capitol

13 Police officer

1 Q  Ithinkit wasOfficer Lloyd.

15 A Loyd? He was very kind and accommodating and answered my questions

16 inwaysthatwere helpful.

7 And, you know, it was just helpful to eyeball it and understand the role that our

18 folks were playing there. And, aso, you know, there's a sub-element of al this, the

19 protective pieceof the Secret Service that had its own significance and importance.

2 Q Right. Iwant to talk briefly about that. It looks ike on January 7th you

21 provided alist of topics that you wanted a briefing on, including the roleof the Secret

2 service.

2 A Yeah

2 Q And what was your concern there?

2 A Ohitwasn'ta concern. It was just havinga full understanding.
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1 Thirty-three?

2 Yeah. Just the fact that | want a briefing you shouldn't interpret to say that|

3 think something went wrong. In fact, on the protective side, | thinkSecret Service might

4 besaidto have done a very good job. And | wanted to understand it. That's all.

5 Q  Itsays--and thisis exhibit 43 -- "AS2's question is: is also looking fora

6 briefing by Us. Secret Service on how the U.S. Secret Service protected the VP."

7 Did you get that briefing the next day? This would be January 7th.

8 A I don't remember the briefing, ifgot it

9 Q And whatwas your concern about

10 A Well, itwasn't so much a concern. | mean, it was, you know, you could call

11 itmanagement curiosity. Allright, how did this go? How do you think it went? By

12 which i mean, what did youdo? And now here we are the next day; what would you do

13 differently? Justa quick, snap review.

1 Q Uh-huh.

15 A Butnot because | had a concern about their response, so much as | was

16 trying to understand it. And, realize, even within the Department of Homeland Security,

17 US. Secret Service keepsitselfvery, very secret. And

18 Q I'm familiar.

19 A So-

2 Q  Ijustwant to be certain. | know you said you did not speak to anyone at

21 theWhite House on January 6th. Were there any attempts, as far as you know, to

2 contactyou?

23 A No, said that I'm not aware of any attempts in any either direction. |

24 didn't make any that | recall for any contact.

2 Q How about the Vice President?
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1 A No. Icounthim as White House.

2 Q Okay. Eventhough he was at the Capitol that day?

3 A Yes. Yeah, I'm referring to the personnel. | don't recall at all talking to

4 the Vice President.

5 Q Did you make any attempt to contact the Vice President or anyone from the

6 Vice President's detail

7 A No.

8 Q during the --

° A No. Ohmygosh,no.

10 Q  Whyisthat?

un A They had other things to do.

2 Q That's fair

13 A Youknow,whenyou're executing, you've got to -- you know,asmuchas|

14 was honored to be the Acting Deputy Secretary, | try to be very cognizantof when to stay

15 thehell outof the way.

16 Q Wrapping up here, a question on exhibit 47. ~ This was one that was sent to

17 you. Its an email from January 18th about -- and we spokebriefly aboutthis

1 A Oh yeah

19 Q about Secretary McCarthy.

2 A sheesh.

2 Q And this an email directly to Kash Patel. How do you know Kash Patel?

2 A Well, hewas the chiefofstaffover thereat the time, and, obviously, | was

23 the number-two in Homeland Security. And also via his traveling national security

24 position with the President which he had previously held.

2 Q And did you have interaction with him when he was
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1 A Yes

2 Q Was that at the NSC that he had that position?

3 A Ithinkhis formalposting was the NSC. And when|wasathisofficea

4 coupleoftimes, that's where hewas

5 Q And it says this is January 18th "Is there anything specific driving this

6 concern" about "FBI fears ‘insider attack."

7 And Mr. Patel states, "Nope, zero intel to support it. Just Ryan doing too much

8 meda

9 A Yeah

10 Q And then your response is, "It's amazing howsuch toughsoldiers (green

11 beret, right?)" that's your reference to Secretary McCarthy?

2 A Yes

1B Q "are so freaking afraid of every shadow regarding public scrutiny."

14 Is this part of your characterization of Secretary McCarthy?

15 A Yes, itis.

16 Q And, again, did you have any direct observation of

7 A Yes, did.

18 Q Andisthatthe lead-upto the inauguration?

19 A Yes

2 I Oc: orooc have any questions? 1don't know if any

21 membersare on.

2 ——
23 Q I'm cognizant of your time. 1 just want to give you an opportunity you

24 spoke earlier about the non-homogenous mission set

2 A Yeah
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1 Q  Didisay that wrong?

2 A No,you're right.

3 Q of DHS. And before | askyou, kind of, my wrap-up question in terms of,

4 prospectively, what you think the committee should consider, whether it's DHS or how

5 January 6th was handled -- | know you said you squarely put the blame on Capitol Police.

6 If youwantto expand on that, | want to give you the opportunity to do so.

7 But, before that, | wanted to ask one question, and I'm sorry to go backtrack to

8 the CISAthing. But just I struggled with understanding that white paper concerning

9 the voters in Antrim County.

10 If CISA was only concerned about - should be only concerned about Federal

11 aspects of election security, why would they do a whitepaper about a Michigan county?

2 A Presumably becausetheywereasked to.

1B Q  Bywhom?

1 A ldon'tknow. But,I mean, from the emails we looked at before, Bill Barr

15 was looking for it. So maybe he asked for it and they were just accommodating him.

16 Q so-

7 A Butyou heard me say "maybe," so I'm speculating.

18 a okay.

19 A don't have direct knowledge of that.

2 Q  Butthe exhibit8email is anemail from you providing it to

21 A Yes. Yeah. That'sright. That's true

2 Q So what does that mean, that

23 A Actually, that's not myexhibit8,but| know which one you're referringto.

2 Q Right. So you're saying, "Brandon's doing briefings today, among other

25 things. So, rather than wait for him to resurface,| thought we should get this back to
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1 you!

2 A Even the reference to Brandon probably suggests it came from CISA.

3 Q Correct. So can youjust reconcile that for me? Why would they -~ why

4 would you be providing

5 A Well, CISA has expertise on all these areas, including election area. For

6 instance, at the time, Cameron Quinn was there - if | remember on Matt Travis, he has

7 extensive election experience. And | don't mean Federal; | mean actually conducting

8 elections. Cameron Quinn is another one who was at CISA at the time. In Virginia,

9 she's done literally everything from the ground all the way up to the State Board of

10 Elections. So, you know, they have expertise in-house.

1 So, when | mentioned earlier on the internet front, if problems arise and

12 they one of the things they can do is voluntarily offer to assist States. They just don't

13 have jurisdiction to stepinand doit. It's not our jurisdiction. We candoitasa

14 friendly, helpful matter, but that's what it is.
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1

2 [6:15 p.m.)

3 I
4 Q Okay. So,ifl understand you, the expertise they have about these State

5 matters shouldn't reach a conclusion as Chris Krebs had drawn about the security of the

6 election,

7 A Yeah, we can't draw an agency-based conclusion. So, yes, | would say that

8 you characterized that correctly.

9 a okay.

10 Asa private citizen, Mr. Cuccinelli, do you have any prospective recommendations

11 for how something like January 6th does not happen again?

2 A Yes. Go7or8months before and prosecute every violent pro- and I'm

13 saying the words "violent protestor."  Thatis an oxymoron. But in that § percent of

14 protests we talked about earlier that turned violent, put the kind of prosecutorialand

15 investigatory effort into those situations as soon as they arrive.

16 It was different, and it was different people on January 6th. ~ But, in America,

17 including led by the Speakerof the House and others in Congress, Americans were

18 encouraged to believe that violence is okay sometimes if you have the right political

19 beliefs. And that is what had happened the 7 and 8 months before. That was the

20 environment in which all this took place.

21 Now, | also said to you that this was an incredible Capitol Police law enforcement

22 failure. Thatis my view of it. They are the first-line defense, and they are more than

23 capable, ona good day, to manage - doesn't mean by themselves - but to manage a

2 situation like this. They were woefully unprepared, to an astonishing degree for

25 someone who had previously been closely associated with law enforcement. | was
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1 astonished, truly astonished.

2 And, you know, the questions you al asked about our assessments beforehand,

3 we didn't have anything specific. Nobody did. But we were better prepared to

4 manage our responsibilities and to flex to helpotherswith theirs than they were. It's

5 nota competition, but, | mean, they got an. They gotan F.

6 And it's common for people who have no law enforcement experience to say,

7 well, why didn'teverybody just come rushing in? Ifyou thinkof just the uniforms of

8 everybody coming in ~ and it isn't uncommon for protestors to wear vests and do other

9 kinds of stuff- you're inviting friendly-fire situations.

10 The entity with jurisdiction, in this case the Capitol Police, even when things are

11 going badly, is sillin charge. So, when they bring people in, when they ask Secret

12 Service to come in and so forth, they're still managing the situation. This is the law

13 enforcement agency version of the first responder at an incident, right? They maintain

14 responsibility over responding to the incident because they were there first. Thisis the

15 jurisdictional element. And it was a terrible, terrible failure in that respect.

16 Ido believe that - think everybody who broke the law and committed violence

17 should be prosecuted. | have no problem with that.

18 My problem is, looking back before January 6th, the utter reluctance of State and

19 local officials and many in the Justice Department and the F8I to do the same thing

20 beforehand and set the standard for America, violence is not acceptable, and not call the

21 people trying to do that "Stormtroopers" or, if you're Maxine Waters, encourage the

22 violence, "Get in their face." Statements ike that from elected leaders of this country,

23 very frustrating.

2 Q  Soljust want to unpack thata little bit. ~The protestors from the summer,

25 ifthey had been prosecuted in a manner that you thought fit, could have impacted -- less
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1 likelihoodof an attack on the Capitol? Is that what you're saying?

2 A Yes, but not only the Capitol. And this began with the killing of George

3 Floyd, which was utterly wrong andwasan example of oneofthe bad apples among cops

4 thatgive all the others a harder time at work. And it was horrible, it was awful, and, you

5 know, justice needs to be done there.

6 But that began a series of violence around the countrythat wasn't for the same

7 purpose of the protestors, in their own mind, as January 6th, but it was violence,

8 nonetheless, under the umbrella of protest. And it was accepted, meaning the violence

9 was accepted, by large swathsof our political leadership on the left.

10 50 you could say that about June and July, because a lot of those comments were

11 aboutPortland. So you mentioned, "You're castingit on January 6th." | would say it

12 affected the possibility of violence in August and the possibility of violence in September

13 and October and November and December, not just January 6th. It's a national

14 environment, and there was an acceptability established for violence as an alleged

15 legitimate formofprotest. And that shouldn't be acceptable to anybody who abhors

16 violence.

7 Q Andi thinkina prior statementto the Post on the 22nd you said, in regards

18 to the ongoing investigation, that, "in the absence of any effort by the F-B-freaking-| for

19 7 months in going after violent looters and rioters all over the country that we were

20 fightingwith and that people like Nancy Pelosi and Kamala Harris are encouraging them

21 tobe violent"

2 So that's part of

23 A Uh-huh.

2% Q whatyou're sayinghas ledupto

2 A Yes. Imean, they could not be made to put much effort in. The FBI
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1 resisted all attempts to apply significant investigatory resources to the violence going on

2 inthe summer.

3 Q But! justwanttobeclear. Earlier, we statedthat thoseprotests were

4 largely peaceful, correct, by DHS I&A's —

5 A Those aren't the ones I'm talking about. I'm talking about the § percent

6 thatwere violent.

7 a Gott

8 A That's what I'm talkingabout. Thankyou for the clarification.

9 a Gott

10 I:othe further. Thank you, Mr. Cuccinell

n Mr. Luce. Thank youall

2 I+kvou, Mr. Luce.

13 Mr. Cuccinelll, Thank you

14 (Whereupon, at 6:23 p.m, the interview was concluded]
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